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Abstract

Development of social-visual engagement in infant rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta)

By Arick Wang

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) consists of a range of pervasive developmental disorders, 
including impairments of social interaction and communication (DSM-V). Despite high degree 
of heterogeneity in ASD symptoms, reliable deviations in social-visual engagement occur in 
infancy. Yet, the neural mechanisms supporting these early developing social skills (and the lack 
thereof) remain unclear. Given technical and ethical limitations in performing longitudinal 
neuroimaging studies in human infants, a nonhuman primate (NHP) model was used to delineate 
the neural changes linked to the emergence of these social skills. The first study traced social-
visual engagement skills in infant rhesus macaques from 2 to 24 weeks (≈ 2 to 24 months in 
human infants), using methodologies paralleling human infant studies. The changes in interest to 
facial cues in infant macaques closely parallel those reported in human infants, with a few 
species-specific differences due to differing ethological constraints. The second study followed 
the development of gaze following, a more elaborate form of social-visual engagement in the 
same animals. Gaze following skills emerged later in monkeys than in humans, though there 
were important changes in mutual eye gaze and saccade velocities, two critical behaviors 
associated with gaze following. Finally, the neural underpinning of these early developing social 
skills was assessed using longitudinal neuroimaging tool (Diffusion Tensor Imaging, DTI) on 
infants of Studies 1 and 2. Prolonged development of white matter tracts were found within the 
three cortical visual pathways supporting visual perception, motion, and attention throughout 
infancy.  These changes in white-matter properties showed moderate to strong correlations with 
the behavioral changes reported above. Collectively, the NHP brain-behavior findings suggest 
that the period between 2-24 weeks represents a critical period for the refinement of social skills 
that parallels the fine-tuning of neural connections in social visual pathways. The early-emerging
and highly-conserved quantitative phenotypes between the two species indicate that infant NHP 
provide a critical model to study genetic variations, molecular, or experimental manipulations 
altering the normative development of social-visual attention.  Such studies will further our 
knowledge of the brain-behavior pathogenesis of ASD and will ultimately help validate efficacy 
of potential therapeutic treatments for attenuating social deficits in ASD.
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General Introduction

Deficits in social cognition are one of the main symptoms affecting many 

neurodevelopmental disorders; specifically, it is a hallmark symptom of Autism Spectrum 

Disorder (ASD), Asperger’s Syndrome, and Rett’s Syndrome (APA, 2013). The very first case 

descriptions provided by Kanner (1943) noted delayed language acquisition and atypical social 

responses (not responding to name). Today, one of the diagnostic criteria established by the 

DSM-V for ASD consists of difficulties in social communication and interaction; though due to 

the heterogeneity of ASD, the magnitude of social impairments may differ greatly across 

individuals. Additional studies have shown a disruption in a number of social behaviors in ASD, 

including a large reduction in shared affect in parental interaction and reciprocal smiling 

(Zwaigenbaum et al., 2005; Estes et al., 2015; Wetherby et al, 2004). As efforts have been made 

to diagnose ASD at earlier ages, many studies have begun to use high-risk populations (i.e., 

younger siblings of children already diagnosed with ASD) to help characterize early behavioral 

markers linked to the development of ASD (Zwaigenbaum et al., 2009). Thus, many studies are 

focused on the development of early social skills, such as social-visual engagement, mutual eye 

gaze and gaze following skills as measures of social cognition. 

Broadly speaking, social-visual engagement involves flexibly changing one’s behavior or

attention in response to social information – including preferential looking towards faces over 

non-social scenes or objects and orienting one’s attention towards the direction of a name being 

called. These forms of social behavior are present relatively early in development and allow for 

the study of social cognition in preverbal infants. Additionally, even these relatively simple 

forms of social-visual engagement can be disrupted in ASD. For example, children who are later 

diagnosed with ASD, have reduced responding to their names noticeable in the first two years of 
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life (Zwaigenbaum et al., 2005; Nadig & Mulligan, 2017; Miller et al., 2017). Additionally, there

are deficits in responding to joint attention cues (Sullivan et al., 2007; Yoder et al., 2009) as well 

as fewer bids for joint attention (Goldberg et al., 2005; Landa et al., 2006). Recently, the use of 

eye-tracking methodologies in prospective studies of high-risk infants and typically developing 

children have provided objective measurable differences in social-visual engagement of infants 

who later will be diagnosed with ASD (Frazier et al., 2017). The analysis of gaze behavior 

provides an intermediary between brain development and social behavior and has been explored 

as a possible biomarker for ASD (Pierce et al., 2016). Visual orienting is a directly observable 

behavior that may be indexed by neurophysiological processes. Klin and colleagues (2015) 

showed a disruption in the attention to biological motion in 2-year olds with ASD as compared to

typically developing (TD) and developmentally delayed (DD) controls. Namely, unlike TD and 

DD toddlers, toddlers with ASD did not preferentially orient to point-light displays of biological 

motion and instead preferred non-social physically contingent point-light displays. It has been 

shown that the spontaneous orienting to biological motion is present in newborns (Simion et al., 

2008) and it is theorized that the neural underpinnings overlap with brain regions involved face 

and gaze processing (Pelphrey et al., 2005). A malfunctioning of these neural structures in early 

infancy may not only derail the preference for biological motion but may greatly affect the 

development of procesing social information as well. Indeed, at 6 months, Chawarska and 

colleagues (2013) found a reduction of spontaneous orienting in infants that later develop ASD 

compared to TD infants, and Jones and Klin (2013) found reliable deviations in the longitudinal 

changes in attention to the eyes when comparing infants with ASD to TD and DD infants. 

Specifically, Jones and Klin showed short videoclips of social scenes (i.e., toddlers playing in a 

kindergarten setting or an adult talking to the infant from the screen) to TD, DD and high-risk 
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ASD (i.e., having an older sibling with an ASD diagnosis) infants. Typically developing infants 

have a general increase in attention to the eyes early on from 2 to 12 months that slightly decline 

to reach a trough around 17 months before increasing again. In contrast, infants that were later 

diagnosed with ASD started to attend to the eyes similarly to TD at 2 months but showed a 

progressive decline in attention to the eyes thereafter. 

It is believed that social-visual engagement, including attention to the eyes in infancy, is 

supported by attentional and social visual networks, such as the amygdala, ventral striatum, 

medial prefrontal cortex, and cortical areas along the superior temporal sulcus – all areas known 

to be altered in adults with ASD (Sato et al., 2012; Kampe et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2011). Thus, 

the changes in developmental trajectories of social-visual attention in infancy in ASD are 

hypothesized to be due to a number of early neural changes in these structures, specifically the 

theory that reflexive subcortical visual processing becomes increasingly supported and 

modulated by voluntary cortical visual processing throughout childhood development (Klin et 

al., 2015). However, inferences to this neural network have been made through neuroimaging 

studies conducted in adults with ASD that only provide an approximation of neural changes that 

might support the changes in attention to social cues occurring in infancy. Given the difficulty to 

acquire densely sampled, longitudinal neuroimaging data across infant development in humans, 

the development of an animal model that will help better delineate the neural contributions to 

social-visual engagement throughout infancy is clearly warranted. 

Whereas a number of studies have made use of mouse models to identify various genetic 

and molecular components of social behavior that may be implicated in ASD (Bey & Jiang, 

2014), these attempts to link the knowledge on genetic mouse models to neural substrates have 

been limited (Ellegood & Crawley, 2015). Furthermore, the relatively restricted social repertoire 
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of rodents and significant differences in their brain structures compared to humans have limited 

the use of mouse models to study the development of early social skills (Watson & Platt, 2012). 

Rhesus macaques provide a more appropriate animal model for understanding 

neurodevelopmental changes in early life, and in particular macaques are an ideal model for 

understanding the social deficit seen in childhood psychopathologies given (1) the rich and 

complex social structure in which they develop and navigate, (2) the similarity with humans in 

brain and cognitive functions development, and (3) the visual system is the primary sensory 

information that monkeys use to navigate the world (Machado & Bachevalier, 2003).

In this introduction, we will first review and compare behavioral studies in humans and 

nonhuman primates (NHPs) studies on social-visual engagement and attention.  We will then 

provide a brief review of the neural substrates of social-visual engagement, focusing on gaps in 

the literature that led to the three studies described in this thesis. Generally, the goal of the three 

studies was to characterize the development of early social skills in the monkeys, social-visual 

engagement, mutual eye gaze, and gaze following, and to identify the neural networks supporting

these early developing skills using noninvasive neuroimaging techniques. 

Social-visual engagement in humans

Social-visual engagement is the ability to actively use visual information to change one’s 

behavior and attention appropriately based upon social contingencies. Baron-Cohen (1992) 

proposed that social cognition consists of modular and progressively developing set of social-

visual behavior that has been since expanded upon by Perret and Emery (1994). The components

of social-visual behavior consist of:
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1) An eye direction detection system that is characterized by early gaze preferences;

2) Direction of attention detector that processes attentional cues from the head and body;

3) Intentionality detector that infers communicative intent behind gaze; and

4) Shared attention mechanism. 

Behaviors such as gaze following and joint attention are contingent upon several of these 

components. Finally, Baron-Cohen (1992) believed that this set of social-visual behaviors 

ultimately give rise to theory of mind. This framework of the progressive development of social 

cognition provides some insight into studies of the predictive nature of early eye gaze and future 

sociality and communication skills (Brooks & Melzoff, 2005; Brooks & Melzoff, 2008; Riby et 

al., 2013), highlighting the developmental importance of social-visual engagement from infancy. 

Indeed, deviations in infant social-visual engagement are detectable by 24 months and have been

shown to be predictive of later ASD diagnosis (Klin et al., 2012; Klin & Jones, 2015).

The early eye direction detection is present almost immediately following birth and 

preference for directed eye gaze over averted gaze occurs as early as 2-5 days in human infants 

(Senju & Johnson, 2009; Farroni et al., 2003). The preference for direct eye gaze continues to 

develop and by 3 months of age, infants typically pay more attention to the eyes of others than 

any other part of the face, and pay attention the face more than any other part of the body (Haith 

et al., 1977). In a detailed investigation of the developmental trajectory of early eye gaze, Jones 

and Klin (2013) conducted a prospective longitudinal study with typically developing (TD) 

infants and high-risk ASD infants watching pre-recorded video scenes of actresses talking to the 

infants over the first 24 months. Although both groups of infants began fixating at the eyes for 

similar period of time during the first 3-4 months of life, ASD infants showed a steady decline in
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attention to the eye region thereafter, extending until 24 months. On the other hand, TD infants 

maintained attention to the eyes of others until 9 months of age, followed by a brief decline 

between 9-17 months, a further increase to reach a plateau relatively stable until 24 months.

As infants age, the eye direction detector system works in conjunction with an 

intentionality detector and more elaborate forms of social-visual attention arises. By 4 months of 

age, infants begin to utilize eye direction to direct their attention, marked by the emergence of 

spontaneously gaze following (Farroni et al., 2004; Senju & Johnson, 2009). This utilization of 

social-visual engagement to direct their attention continues to develop and becomes relatively 

stable at 9 months (Mundy et al., 2007). This ability to gaze follow is a crucial social-cognitive 

ability that facilitates social learning and language acquisition later in childhood (Brooks & 

Meltzoff, 2015; Morales et al., 2000; Tenenbaum et al., 2015). Furthermore, the disruption of 

these processes, including deficits in gaze following, is closely related to ASD (Gillespie-Lynch 

et al., 2013; Thorup et al., 2016). 

Finally, gaze following evolves into a mechanism for establishing joint attention. By 18 

months, infants reliably establish joint attention through gaze following in triadic social 

interactions (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2002). Specifically, joint attention refers to the ability to 

coordinate visual attention between two persons and an external object or event in order to share 

attention (Mundy et al., 2009). This utilization of social-visual information to establish joint 

attention represents a particularly meaningful moment in development. As with eye gaze and 

gaze following, diminished joint attention is a consistent feature in children with ASD (Charman,

2003; Dawson et al., 2004; Lord et al., 2000; Mundy, 2016). Although face and eye detection are

the foundation for gaze following, establishing joint attention is particularly crucial for social 

referencing and requires an inference of intentionality (Carpenter et al., 1998). Thus, 
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impairments in joint attention are considered one of the early steps of a cascade of behaviors 

leading to theory of mind and additionally considered an incredibly important observational 

marker for ASD diagnosis (Autism Diagnosis Observation Schedule; Lord et al., 2012; Mundy, 

2017). Furthermore, deficits in joint attention are linked to reduced acquisition of social-

communication skills (Murray et al., 2008) and are one of the longest-lasting symptoms of ASD. 

Indeed, although establishing joint attention in response to other individuals can be improved in 

children with ASD, they still fail to initiate joint attention well into adolescence (Charman, 2003;

Mundy et al., 2009; Hobson & Hobson, 2007).  To sum, attention to faces and eyes in particular 

as well as gaze following and joint attention have become critical early markers for children at 

risks of developing ASD.

Social-visual engagement in nonhuman primates

Rhesus macaques live in a highly social environment in which social-visual engagement 

can be crucial to surviving. It is believed that social-visual attention has been a primary selective 

pressure in the evolution of the primate brain and remains largely conserved from NHPs into 

humans (Chance & Jolly, 1970; Dunbar & Shultz, 2007). Social-visual attention is important 

from birth, being used to adjust and modulate aggressive, threatening, and affiliative behaviors 

according to the observed dominance hierarchy (Deaner, Khera, & Platt, 2005). In adulthood, 

eye-contact and gaze is often used to recruit allies and assert dominance before more aggressive 

behaviors are ever displayed (Maestripieri & Wallen, 1997; Shepherd & Platt, 2008; Emory, 

2000). Thus, the evolutionary and social importance of social-visual attention in primates allows 

for drawing parallels between human and nonhuman primate studies.
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Social-visual engagement in rhesus macaques develops in a similarly progressive manner

as humans. Kuwahata and colleagues (2014) tested the visual preference for configural patterns 

in the first 3 months of infancy, finding that infants reliably preferred face-like schematic 

configurations over any other patterns by 1 month of age. Similarly, Lutz and colleagues (1998) 

determined that a preference for face-like drawings over distorted pen drawings of rhesus 

macaque faces emerged on average at 6 weeks of age. 

Although this preference seems to develop after birth, further studies were conducted to 

better delineate the relative contributions of innate face processing and experience driven 

development of social cognition. Indeed, recent NHP findings suggest that there may be an 

innate preference that aids in the development of face processing. Specifically, it has been noted 

that infant monkeys that are reared without exposure to any faces for 6-24 months will quickly 

develop a facial preference to the first face or face-like stimuli they regularly witness (Sugita, 

2008). Face scanning behavior continues to develop in the first 3 months of life. Parr and 

colleagues (2016) showed an initial strong preference for conspecific faces over heterospecific 

faces that shifted to an increase in attention to heterospecific faces around 5 weeks of age. 

Another study conducted with the same animals also showed that infant monkeys develop a 

preference for direct gaze that emerges in the first 3 months, and that viewing patterns towards 

direct faces versus indirect faces showed different developmental timelines (Muschinski et al., 

2016). Although these studies do provide insight into the development of social-visual attention 

in NHPs, they all presented procedural limitations given that the stimuli used were side-by-side 

still images of two different face exemplars. The lack of dynamic facial expressions and features 

may fail to properly capture visual attention in a social domain. 
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Although, the development of eye and face detection to elaborated gaze following and 

joint attention in rhesus macaques is still disputed (Emery, 2000; Ferrari et al., 2000; Itakura, 

2004), NHPs certainly act upon ever-changing contingencies and rely on visual information to 

alter their own landscape of social saliency, and gaze following has been observed in laboratory 

settings in adult monkeys (Mosher et al., 2011; Simpson et al., 2017). However, the 

developmental timeline of gaze following is not well delineated in rhesus macaques. Within 

semi-free ranging monkeys, gaze following has been reported to emerge at around 6 months 

(Tomasello et al., 2001; Teufel et al., 2010; Rosati et al., 2016). Similarly, reciprocal face-face 

interactions with the infant’s mother becomes a significant part of the infant’s behavioral 

repertoire at 3 months (Ferrari et al., 2009), suggesting a more elaborate use of social-visual 

engagement than eye detection. By 1 year, monkeys reliably use gaze as a directional cue (Senju 

& Johnson, 2009). Still, as for the studies on attention to facial cues, studies on gaze following 

have a number of methodological limitations when compared to the human literature. Studies in 

semi-free ranging monkeys only provide for detection of gross differences in gaze behavior (i.e., 

live observation notes or frame-by-frame coding of monkey behavior recorded from a distance 

instead of precise eye-tracking methods), and many laboratory studies using eye-tracking 

methodology either relied on an human experimental actor or primarily used still images, neither 

may be ecologically relevant for engaging infant monkeys in social-visual behaviors (Rosati et 

al., 2016; Simpson et al., 2010). Thus, the degree to which the current NHP studies can inform 

human studies is fairly limited, as the lack of ecological relevance and changes in research 

methodology may not capture the same behavioral milestones between species. To address this 

shortcoming in the literature, the first two chapters of this thesis serve to better characterize the 

development of social-visual attention skills in nonhuman primates. Methodology established for
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human infant studies (Jones & Klin, 2013) were adapted for use with NHPs and ecologically 

relevant videoclips of other rhesus macaques were shown. Studying the longitudinal 

development of eye attention (Chapter 1) and gaze following (Chapter 2) will add to our 

understanding of the degree to which NHP infants attend to the social environment around them 

in a way human children do.

Neural substrates of social-visual engagement

There are several subcortical and cortical regions of the brain that are face selective in both 

humans and nonhuman primates. So far, our understanding of the neural underpinning of social-

visual engagement and early face processing is mainly derived from studies of adult brains.  

Thus, the emergence (either functionally or structurally) of face processing systems throughout 

infancy is not well understood, though several inferences can be made from the extensive 

literature in adult face processing. 

Morton and Johnson (1991) first published a two-process theory of the development of 

face processing that suggested a mostly developed subcortical route present at birth, and a later 

emergence of cortical face processing areas. The two-process theory is supported by studies that 

have shown that the fairly basic face preference at birth (infants preferentially orient towards 

face-like schematic patterns over other basic patterns; Johnson et al., 1991; Goren et al., 1975) 

may be supported by a subcortical route, which is then further modulated by the development of 

cortical visual areas that will become specialized for face selectivity (Farroni et al., 1999). This 

theory, however, presupposes that subcortical visual systems are innately driven to detect faces 

or face-like configurations at birth. At its foundation, the two-process theory is based upon two 
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well-documented processes that ensure imprinting in domestic chicks onto a mother hen. First, 

the optic tectum (subcortical component) contains a visual template of a hen that directs attention

of the chicks to objects that match the template, then the mesopallium (cortical homologue) 

forms a strong representation of the object and an irreversible memory and attachment to the 

object the chick attends (Morton & Johnson, 1991; Horn, 2004). Thus, a similar neural 

organization has been proposed for the attention to faces in primates.  It is believed, as shown in 

Figure 1, that the primate subcortical areas, including the superior colliculus, pulvinar, and 

amygdala, contain a template that directs attention of neonates to faces. The innate attention to 

faces could then either directly or indirectly guide the development of face specificity in cortical 

areas (Shultz, 2005).

One alternative theory for early social-visual attention is the “sensory hypothesis” first 

proposed by Kleiner and Banks (1987). The sensory hypothesis stipulates that all visual 

preferences (including face preference) in infants can be explained by the spatial frequencies of 

the stimuli. Throughout the last 30 years, the sensory hypothesis has suggested that innate 

preferences for faces are driven by visual statistics and spatial organization. Specifically, the 

innate preference for faces may be due to neural organization of low visual features, such as 

high- versus low-spatial frequencies, and square versus curved edges. In the visual cortical 

system, preferences for combinations of features, such as curved edges with low-spatial 

frequency blobs, occurs independently (Farley et al., 2007). Similarly, the binocular correlation 

model (BCM) suggests that neonatal biases towards faces are a result of a visual filtering 

resulting from limited binocular integration in newborns (Wilkinson et al., 2014). The correlation

of salient areas in each eye (i.e., the eyes and mouth) serve to amplify these areas to create a 

representation of face-like stimuli in the visual system. This model relies highly on visual 
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experience – specifically that patches of cortex within the ventral visual pathway (see Figure 1) 

are repeatedly co-activated with preferences for different low-level features while viewing the 

faces of others, and that this repeated co-activation leads to cortical neurons that become face 

selective. In testing this theory, Arcaro and colleagues (2017) attempted to train face selective 

cortical areas to be selective of other features (specifically hands). In infant monkeys that were 

not exposed to faces since birth but received repeated exposures to hands, the cortical areas 

usually devoted to process faces failed to develop a specificity for any other body part. However,

as soon as face stimuli were introduced into the infants’ visual experience, cortical face 

specificity began to develop in the cortical areas. Therefore, the cortical area does require 

experience with faces to develop, and is not a pathway that is innately tuned to face processing. 

The development of cortical brain regions may be biased by subcortical inputs to preferentially 

respond to faces and face-like stimuli.

To summarize, the first theory suggests that the subcortical pathway contains an innate 

visual template that attracts and guides infant attention, which, in turn, biases the development of

cortical areas to become face-specific (Johnson et al., 2015). The second theory suggests that 

early face preferences are due to low-level visual statistics in cortical areas, and that frequent 

experience of faces causes category-specific cortical specialization for faces. Both these theories 

suggest a bottom-up driven development using basic visual information. While there is likely a 

subcortical template that drives neonatal attention towards faces, changes in social-visual 

attention throughout infancy are not due solely to the presence or absence of schematic faces in 

the infant environment, but depend also upon meaningful social interactions between the infants 

and others to reinforce the development of cortical face specificity. For instance, human infants’ 

attention is also driven by multimodal social cues, such as infant-directed speech or “motherese” 
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(Fernald, 1985; Cooper & Aslin, 1990). Likewise, affective touch has been shown to enhance the

learning of face-identity in 4 month-old infants (Longa et al., 2017). Taken together, a 

subcortical template drives initial neonatal attention towards faces, whereas further development 

of cortical face-specificity is likely due not only to exposure to visual features of faces but also to

the emergence of infants’ interest to meaningful social interactions, as recently suggested by 

Powell and colleagues (2018). 

Jones and Klin (2013) used the proposed neural circuits summarized above to explain the 

highly stereotyped developmental trajectories of social-visual engagement in TD and ASD 

infants (see Figure 2). They proposed that a subcortical template driving infant attention towards 

faces and eyes may explain the initially high degree of eye-attention in both TD and ASD 

infants. As experience with faces increases together with enhanced socially driven interactions 

during the first few months, the subcortical system is slowly supplanted by the developing visual 

cortical areas becoming specifically tuned to faces.  This shift from subcortical to cortical control

of attention to faces may explain the fact that in TD infants, after a slight dip in eye-attention 

over the first 9 months, attention to faces rises again and plateaus for the rest of infancy as 

infants begin to placed more social value on faces. If this proposal is correct then the pattern of 

eye-attention of infants later developing ASD, which is characterized by a same drop in attention

to the eyes during the first 9 months as TD infants but no recovery later on in infancy, may 

indicate a drop of the subcortical driven attention that is not supplanted by a cortically driven 

attention system as children at risk of developing ASD may not place social value on faces and 

eyes, resulting in abnormal development in social-visual engagement processing.

Given this socially-mediated theory for the development of the social-visual attention 

system, do we have evidence for a differential time course of development between the 
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subcortical and cortical attention systems in primates? Although the data on the neural brain 

areas supporting the development of social visual attention are still in its infancy, the next section

will review the (1) subcortical pathway that includes the pulvinar, superior colliculus, and 

amygdala, the (2) ventral temporal visual pathway, which contains two separate processing 

streams, and finally the (3) dorsal parietal visual pathway, as well as their development in 

primates. 

Subcortical visual pathway

The initial evidence for a subcortical route for face processing came from studying 

patients with residual face processing abilities, such as blindsight and prosopagnosia. For 

instance, blindsight patients with extensive damage to the visual cortex demonstrate limited 

ability to detect faces and facial expressions (Morris et al., 2001). Similarly, adults with 

prosopagnosia due to cortical damage are still able to detect the presence of faces and some 

facial expressions (de Gelder et al., 2003). Functional imaging of patients with prosopagnosia 

have revealed limited facial processing activation in the amygdala, pulvinar, and superior 

colliculus (de Gelder et al., 2003). Developmentally, this subcortical face processing pathway is 

fairly well developed at birth (Johnson, 2005; Atkinson, 2000). Basic facial processing, such as 

spontaneously orienting to schematic face-like patterns, is supported by this subcortical face 

processing (Nelson, 2001; Cassia et al., 2001). 

As visual cortical face processing pathways develop in infancy, the subcortical pathways 

are believed to take on a more modulatory role in social-visual attention, while biasing cortical 

development for face specificity. For instance, the amygdala responds to direct eye contact 
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before cortical visual processing in electrophysiological studies (Conti et al., 2007). The standard

hypothesis of subcortical visual processing would indicate that even after the development of 

cortical visual processing areas, the amygdala and pulvinar are important for the fast processing 

of emotional “fight-or-flight” situations, such as quickly being able to detect threats such as 

snakes. This theory is supported by several studies showing faster neural response to faces of 

high emotional or social valence (such as engaged direct eye contact or fearful faces) in the 

pulvinar and amygdala when compared to other cortical face processing areas. The subcortical 

pathway has been shown to provide a faster neural response for processing direct versus averted 

eye contact well into adulthood (de Gelder, 2003; Johnson, 2005; Johnson & Morton, 1991; 

LeDoux, 1996). Additionally, early activation of the amygdala, superior colliculus and pulvinar 

is predictive of the activation of cortical face-processing areas by several hundred milliseconds 

(Keightley et al., 2003; George et al., 2001; Kleinhans et al., 2008). In adulthood, it is believed 

that rapid detection of eye contact is still mediated by the amygdala (Sato et al., 2011). 

Additionally, haemodynamic measures have shown higher activity in the amygdala at an earlier 

time point when viewing fearful faces of strangers on a screen (Dolan & Vuilleumier, 2003; 

Tamietto & de Gelder, 2010).

In NHPs, similar electrophysiological evidence has shown similar changes in amygdala 

activity when detecting the eyes of conspecifics in social scenes (Mosher et al., 2014). 

Additionally, PET studies have also shown that the amygdala is highly responsive to changes in 

the gaze of others, and that full, adult amygdalectomy does generate noticeable decreases in gaze

monitoring (Kawashima et al., 1999; Young et al., 1995).

Several studies have also implicated the amygdala in deficits of social attention and 

engagement as well, leading to the theory that early disruption of amygdala function can result in
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further atypical development in a network of areas involved in processing socially salient stimuli 

(Skuse et al., 2003). Postmortem and MRI studies from ASD patients have reported 

abnormalities in the amygdala (Bauman & Kemper, 1985; Abbell et al., 1999). Additionally, 

neonatal amygdala lesions in monkeys decrease mother-infant mutual gaze and disrupt social 

preference (Bauman et al., 2004), and result in subtle alterations in social interactions in the first 

months of life (Raper et al., 2014). Not only do these results highlight the importance of 

subcortical structures in social cognition, but it underscores the proposal that early disruptions of 

the amygdala may have long-lasting effects on social behavior well into adulthood. However, the

underlying mechanisms of how early the subcortical visual pathway shapes social-visual 

engagement remains under debate.

Specifically, the extent to how independent the subcortical visual pathway is remains 

under heavy debate. Neuroendocrine response to visual threats has remained evolutionarily 

conserved across many vertebrates, including fish, suggesting an important role in thalamus-

amygdala pathway for processing fearful stimuli (Carr, 2015). However, there are still 

contradictory studies that show no changes in behavior after complete amygdala lesions 

(Tsuchiya et al., 2009), suggesting that the amygdala may not be solely responsible for the 

processing of affectively and motivationally significant features such as fearful faces. Rather, it 

is more likely that affective and motional stimuli engage several brain sites, including the 

amygdala through the subcortical visual pathways, but also in cortical visual pathways 

simultaneously, rather than hierarchically (Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010).

Cortical visual processing
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Research onto the neural substrate of visual functions has demonstrated that a large 

portion of the cortex, especially in primates, is devoted to the processing of visual signals.  One 

earlier influential paper demonstrated that in adult monkeys visual information that reaches the 

visual primary area (V1) is then processed through a series of visual cortical association areas 

using three different cortical routes: a dorsal parietal route that extends from LIP to frontal 

cortical areas, critical for visuospatial attention (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982), a ventral 

temporal route, which contains two streams that extend from V1. The first projects successively 

within cortical areas of the ventral temporal gyrus posteriorly from V2 to V3, V4, TEO and 

finally area TE anteriorly, and is critical for stimulus processing, and the second extends from 

V1 into areas of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) that includes MT, MST, FST and AST, 

critical for motion (Boussaoud et al., 1990).  Broadly, these three major streams of visual 

processing play a critical role in the processing of face stimuli as will be reviewed below.

Ventral visual pathway: Within the dorsal temporal visual pathway, faces are primarily 

processed through two distinct multisynaptic streams both originating from V1. The first stream 

runs from V1 through the IT that includes TE and TEO. In humans, this stream includes the face-

selective areas of the lateral occipital face area (OFA) and the medial fusiform face area (FFA). 

The second stream goes from V1 through the STS and includes MT, MST and FST and other 

motion sensitive areas in the anterior portion of the STS (Boussaoud et al., 1990; Ungerleider & 

Mishkin, 1982). Between these two processing streams, Haxby and colleagues (2000) proposed 

that the IT stream face is important for the detection of faces and facial features, whereas the 

STS stream detects changeable aspects of the face, such as the perception of eye gaze and lip 

movement. Additionally, the STS areas have reciprocal connections with the intraparietal sulcus,
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responsible for directing attention, and subcortical visual processing areas. These reciprocal 

connections provide (1) a pathway for using preferences to facial cues processed by the 

subcortical system and (2) to direct attention to faces mediated by the ventral and dorsal cortical 

steams of visual processing.

The medial fusiform gyrus within the IT stream, an area extensively studied in face 

processing literature, seems to be more holistic tuned to faces than the motion pathway, 

responding to identity of individuals rather than the changeable features of a face, such as head 

or gaze direction. Several studies in humans using simultaneous and delayed matching of 

identical or different pictures of a stimulus individual have demonstrated identity-unique activity 

in an area of the fusiform gyrus known as the FFA (Haxby et al., 1999; Kanwisher et al., 1997; 

George et al., 1999). Recent fMRI studies have shown that, whereas the subcortical visual stream

is sensitive to face-like stimuli based upon internal features, such as eyes and nose, the FFA is 

selective for both internal and external features of the face, such as hair, head outline, neck, and 

shoulders (Kamps et al., 2018). Taken together, the FFA seems to be uniquely tuned to process 

invariant facial aspects, such as identity, gender, and face form. While NHPs do not have a 

functionally defined FFA, studies have found face-selective regions in the monkey IT (Tsao et 

al., 2003; Pinsk et al., 2005). Both electrophysiological and functional neuroimaging studies in 

monkeys (Bruce & Young, 1986; Hadj-Bouziane et al., 2008; Tsao et al., 2003; Tsao & 

Livingstone., 2008) have demonstrated several cortical areas along IT responsive and selective to

face stimuli. Specifically, the largest face-selective region within IT, located in TE, is thought to 

be the NHP homologue to the human FFA (Tsao et al., 2006). This theory is validated by 

computational transformations (Tsao et al., 2003) with the assumption that neighborhood 
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relations between specific cortical areas are evolutionarily conserved (Van Essen et al., 2001; 

Tootell, Tsao, & Vanduffel, 2003; Sereno & Huang, 2006).

The second stream of processing in the ventral visual pathway contains face selective and

motion sensitive areas along the STS. In humans, both fMRI and EEG studies have confirmed 

differential activity when a person views another in profile versus direct gaze (Hoffman & 

Haxby, 2000; Puce et al., 2000). Studies in adult split-brain patients have also implicated the 

STS as mediators for gaze following (Kingstone, 2009). The STS has further been implicated in 

various forms of social-visual engagement in human adulthood, differentially firing when 

attending to lip-reading, body posture, and even American Sign Language (Calvert et al., 1997; 

Howard et al., 1996; Neville et al. 1998). Interestingly, attending to the changeable aspects of a 

face, such as gaze or head direction or facial expressions, revealed no difference in activation of 

the FFA, suggesting the area is attuned to the holistic identity of the face rather than the 

perceptual features of a face (Hoffman & Haxby, 2000). In the experiment, Hoffman and Haxby 

conducted an fMRI experiment in which subjects viewed still images of strangers and were 

asked to provide either the direction of the gaze or indicate whether the picture was the same as 

the previous picture. They found a functional dissociation in which the STS provided a much 

stronger response when attending to the gaze, whereas the lateral fusiform gyrus provided a 

response only when asked if the identity matched. 

The STS stream is also evolutionarily conserved between humans and NHP, 

demonstrating selectivity for changeable aspects of the face such as gaze. STS cortical areas in 

macaques are sensitive to both eye contact and gaze direction: some cells would differentially 

fire for direct gaze and establishing eye contact, whereas others would fire selectively for profile 

views of other monkeys (Perret et al., 1985; Perret & Mistlin, 1990; Perret et al., 1992). The STS
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is also specifically responsive for conspecific gaze and, when damaged, gaze following is 

negatively impacted (Kamphuis et al., 2009, Roy et al., 2014). Portions of the anterior STS have 

been reported to be selective for biological motion as well (Perret et al., 1985). 

Interactions between the STS and the amygdala (Amaral et al., 1992) have been shown to

be critically important for evaluating face identity and facial expressions (Gothard et al., 2007; 

Hoffman et al., 2007; Mosher et al., 2010). ERP studies conducted in both monkeys and humans 

suggest that feedback connections from the amygdala to STS may serve to help modulate 

amygdala responses, and feedforward connections from STS to the amygdala may serve to 

increase attention during emotional, social, or threatening situations (Mehta et al., 2000; Puce et 

al., 1999).  Histological and functional MRI studies have also shown reciprocal anatomical and 

functional connections between STS and the dorsal attention network, specifically with the 

intraparietal sulcus responsible for directing attention and focus (Harries & Perret, 1991; 

Callejas, Shulman, & Corbetta, 2014).

In sum, the STS is responsive to the perceptual features and changeable aspects of a face 

such as gaze direction, whereas the IT is responsive to the holistic processing of face identity. 

Indeed, the predominant theory in the literature holds that face processing occurs in parallel 

between the two streams –the FFA (or primate TE) for the identification of identity and gender, 

and the STS for the identification of expression and gaze (Haxby et al., 2000; Gobbini & Haxby, 

2007; O’Toole, 2002; Bernstein et al., 2018).

Dorsal visual pathway: The dorsal visual pathway stretches from the occipital lobe forward and 

dorsally into the parietal lobe. Although this pathway is more implicated in spatial relation than 
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social-visual engagement, areas of the dorsal visual pathway do process important social 

information and are involved in attentional processes. For example, cortical areas within the 

lateral intraparietal sulcus (LIP) are critical for shifting attention to salient stimuli. The LIP has 

shown activation when subjects are monitoring the gaze of other subjects (Okada et al., 2008; 

Akiyama et al., 2007) or when individuals perceived and remembered faces (Lee & Kuhl, 2018). 

Additionally, the LIP has functional connectivity with the ventral visual pathways, specifically 

through the STS (Callejas, Shulman, & Corbetta, 2014).  Finally, cortical areas within LIP then 

project to the Frontal Eye Field (FEF) in the dorsolateral portion of the prefrontal cortex and 

responsible for saccadic eye movements for the purpose of visual field perception and awareness,

as well as for voluntary eye movement.  It then projects back to the LIP as well as posterior 

cortical areas of the two ventral pathways, such as TEO and MT.  In this way the FEF can 

influence the activation of neurons in the extrastriate visual cortex and is a source of top-down 

control on visual processing, including the processing of social signals (Schall, 2009).

Advances in the anatomical and functional organization of the ventral and dorsal visual 

pathways have provided strong evidence for the critical role of these cortical areas in social-

visual engagement, but the development of these areas in early infancy and how they support 

infant social-visual engagement are not as well studied. 

Development of the ventral and dorsal cortical pathways

Few human infant neuroimaging studies have followed the development of visual cortical

areas supporting early social skills. For example, in human infants, studies using both PET and 

fMRI have reported that (1) maturation of primary visual areas (V1/V2/V3) occurs early in life 
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(Chugani and Phelps, 1986; Chugani et al., 1987; Gao et al., 2015), (2) unique resting state 

networks, including primary visual cortex, sensorimotor areas, and lateral parietal cortex exist in 

the infant brain (Fransson et al., 2007) and (3) FC between primary visual cortex and other areas 

within the visual system is present in infants -neonates to 2 years (Lin et al., 2008).  In a more 

recent fMRI experiment by Deen and colleagues (2017), 4- to 6-month old human infants viewed

dynamic videos of other faces and dynamic videos of environments. Even at this early age, 

cortical areas showed selective activation while infants viewed dynamic faces over scenes, with 

distinct regions responding preferentially to human faces versus natural scenes. The spatial 

structure of these responses is very similar to that observed in adults, and extends throughout 

cortex, including occipital, temporal, and parietal regions. Thus, although the anatomical 

maturation of human cortex is slow and asynchronous, basic aspects of functional organization 

are present across cortex from a very early age.  Yet, the strength of signals in these areas is 

lesser in the infants than in the adults, suggesting subsequent refinement and more specificity in 

responses between the different areas.  The authors suggested that the early-developing category 

preferences in cortex provides basic functional structures that will subsequently lead to the 

strong category-selective regions observed in adults. The relatively low selectivity at birth and 

emergence of face selectivity suggest that cortical face selectivity may begin relatively early on, 

but has a slower, protracted development that lasts throughout infancy. Using EEG in 

longitudinal studies in human infants have likewise shown a later development of the parietal 

attentional areas that is correlated with increases in bids to establish joint attention (Mundy et al.,

2003; Mundy et al., 2009).  

Such protracted development of the visual cortical pathways has been demonstrated in 

monkeys as well.  Histological findings indicate that ventral face processing areas have a more 
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prolonged development throughout infancy and are not fully developed at birth (Webster et al., 

1991; Webster et al., 1994; Rodman & Consuelos, 1994). Metabolic studies in rhesus macaques 

have shown that areas along the ventral visual streams are immature at birth, but reach adult-like 

metabolic levels by 3 months of age (Distler et al., 1996). MRI and electrophysiological studies 

have likewise shown a later development of face-selective patches within the ventral visual 

pathways in rhesus macaques (Livingstone et al., 2017; Arcaro and Livingstone, 2017; Rodman 

et al., 1991; Rodman et al., 1993). Additionally, there is a later development of the connection 

between IT and parietal zones responsible for visual attention (Rodman & Consuelos, 1994) and 

metabolic studies in monkeys have also shown an abrupt maturational step in both the STS and 

the ventral area of the LIP at around 3 months of age (Distler et al., 1996).

Unfortunately, the relative contribution of cortical and subcortical visual pathways during

infant development is only beginning to be mapped and remains poorly understood. This 

particular limitation in our knowledge of neural substrates is particularly glaring because the first

2 years of life represent the most substantial neural growth (Johnson, 2001). As previously 

discussed, it is believed that although the subcortical visual pathway is responsible for early face 

and eye detection, as the cortical visual pathway begins to mature, there is an increased salience 

for socially relevant signals. This shift from subcortical to cortical modulation may be disrupted 

in infants that later develop ASD, which results in a cascade of social deficits seen in ASD. This 

would suggest that there is a susceptible time period during which extensive changes in the 

strength of connections between the subcortical and cortical visual pathways may occur. To 

characterize the changes within the networks supporting early developing social visual 

engagement, the third aim of this thesis will use diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to follow the 
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development of anatomical connectivity of the subcortical and cortical networks, but only the 

white matter development in the cortical networks has been analyzed. 

Several investigators have proposed advantages for the use of DTI in studying white-

matter maturation (Barkovich, 2000; Geng et al., 2012). Additionally, the measurements 

extracted from DTI have been shown to be more stable than standard structural MRI intensity 

measures of white matter (Zhang et al., 2005). Tractography methods for DTI can assess 

microstructure properties of white matter bundles, as well as more accurately identify white 

matter tracts and changes in fiber shape or microstructure (McKinstry et al., 2002; Mori & van 

Zijl, 2002). Chapter 3 of this thesis will assess the longitudinal development of white matter 

tracts within the subcortical visual processing areas and the ventral and dorsal visual pathways in

the same infant rhesus macaques for which we obtained the behavioral data in Chapters 1 and 2.

Summary

Endophenotypes are a quantifiable component of a neurodevelopmental or psychiatric 

condition that capture a core feature of the condition, but not the symptoms themselves (Gould &

Gottesman, 2006). Endophenotypes believed to be greatly important in understanding complex 

neurodevelopmental and psychiatric disorders because they are more likely to mark the 

derailment of normative functions, allowing us to achieve a better understanding of potential 

causal mechanisms (Dawson et al., 2002). Social-visual engagement is an important behavior 

that develops in infancy and deviations in the development of social-visual engagement can lead 

to a cascade of effects, causing more severe deficits in social cognition and thus providing a 

measurable endophenotype that can be adapted to an animal model. The similarities in brain 
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structure, parallels in behavioral repertoire, and the progressive nature in which many social 

behaviors are acquired in infancy make rhesus macaques an ideal animal model for studying 

social-visual engagement (see Table 1). Previous studies in social-visual engagement in infant 

rhesus macaques have several methodological limitations from either being (1) purely 

observational, or (2) do not consider the ecological relevance of species-related stimuli. 

In further studying the endophenotype of social-visual engagement in rhesus macaques, 

species-relevant social stimuli, translational methods that can be used in both humans and 

infants, and longitudinal behavioral and neuroimaging studies performed on the same animals 

must be used to characterize the infant development of eye attention and gaze following. This 

project adapts methodologies used in human infant studies of social-visual engagement to infant 

rhesus macaques, studying attentional changes in rhesus macaque viewing patterns of social 

stimuli through early infancy. Leveraging the benefits of an animal model, this project also 

collects high-quality neuroimaging data while the infant is under anesthesia. In Chapter 1, we 

predict that nonhuman primates will display a trajectory of eye attention in infancy similar to that

of typically developing human infants at corresponding ages and using the same methodology. 

For Chapter 2, we will examine the development of gaze following. We hypothesize that gaze 

following will not be present at birth, but will become apparent in the second month of life. In 

Chapter 3, we will utilize longitudinal DTI from a subset of the subjects of Chapters 1 and 2. We

hypothesize that there will be correlations between important behavioral developmental shifts 

obtained from the first two chapters and maturational changes in the development of anatomical 

white matter tracts, such as increases in streamline counts (an estimation of the number of axons 

connecting two brain areas of interest), and increases in measures of axonal microstructure, such 

as fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity. Specifically, we expect to see changes within the 
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ventral perceptual pathway connectivity (between V4, TEO, TE, and amygdala) associated with 

changes in face preference and mutual eye gaze, within STS connectivity (between MT, MST, 

and FST) associated changes in social face perception and gaze following, and within the dorsal 

visual pathway connectivity (between MT, LIP, and FEF), associated with emergence of 

volitional spatial attention.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Summary of visual pathways

Caption for Figure 1: Summary of the visual pathways implicated in social-visual engagement. 

Those studied in this dissertation include the ventral motion pathway (in green) along the 

superior temporal sulcus (STS) which includes areas MT, MST and FST responsible for the 

processing of the changeable aspects of the face, and the perception of eye gaze; the ventral 

object pathway (in red) along the inferior temporal (IT) cortex including areas TEO, TE and the 

amygdala, implicated in early face detection and perceptual of basic facial features; and dorsal 

attention pathway including LIP and FEF that is responsible for visuo-spatial perception and 

involved in volitional attention. Included in this figure, not studied in this dissertation is a 

subcortical visual pathway (in blue) that includes the superior colliculus, pulvinar, and the 

amygdala.
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Figure 2: Development of social-visual attention in TD and ASD human infants

Caption for Figure 2: Reproduced from Klin, Shultz & Jones (2015) summarizing the 

developmental trajectories of social-visual attention typically developing (TD) infants and those 

later diagnosed with ASD from birth until 24 months. (A) TD infants’ attention to the eyes was 

greater than the mouth and body at all timepoints and showed a slight rise, reaching a peak at 

around 9-12 months, next declines reaching a trough at 19-20 months, then rising again. 

Attention the mouth region slowly increased throughout development. In contrast, (B) ASD 

diagnosed infants had a gradual decline in the attention to the eyes and a drastic increase in 

attention to the mouth, with attention to the mouth being greater than that of the eyes following 

12 months of age.
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Table 1: Early milestones in infant social behaviors in both humans and monkeys

Human Behavior Age Monkey Behavior

Reciprocal smiling 1-2 months 1-2 weeks Reciprocal lipsmacking

Alertness when in the 

presence of strangers

4 months 4 weeks Increase in observant

behavior while on mom

Express emotions to external 

events

4-5 months 5 weeks Use of

fear-grimace/lipsmack in

social exploration

Play peek-a-boo >6 months 8-12 weeks First play behavior emerges

Table 1: A summary of some important milestones in infant social behavior in humans 

compared to similar time points in monkey infants, keeping in mind that 1 month in human

infants approximately corresponds to 1 week in infant monkeys. Human infant behaviors 

transcribed from a published textbook on infant behavior (Gassel et al., 1934). Monkey 

data are from published findings (Kaburu et al., 2016; Ferrari et al., 2009; Hinde & 

Spencer-Booth, 1967). 
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Abstract

Although impairments in social interaction in Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) differ greatly 

across individuals and vary throughout an individual’s lifetime, an important marker of ASD in 

infancy is deviations in social-visual engagement such as the reliably detectable early deviations 

in attention to the eyes or to biological movement by (Klin, Shultz, and Jones, 2015). Given the 

critical nature of these early developmental periods, understanding its neurobehavioral 

underpinnings by means of a nonhuman primate model will be instrumental to understanding the 

pathophysiology of ASD. Like humans, rhesus macaques 1) develop in rich and complex social 

behaviors, 2) progressively develop social skills throughout infancy, and 3) have high similarities

with humans in brain anatomy and cognitive functions (Machado and Bachevalier, 2003). In this 

study, infant rhesus macaques living with their mothers in complex social groups were eye-

tracked longitudinally from birth to 6 months while viewing full-faced videos of unfamiliar 

rhesus monkeys. The results indicated a critical period for the refinement of social skills around 

4-8 weeks of age in rhesus macaques. Specifically, infant monkeys’ fixation on eyes shows an 

inflection in developmental trajectory, increasing from birth to 8 weeks, decreasing slowly to a 

trough between 14-18 weeks, before increasing again. These results parallel the developmental 

trajectory published in human infants (Jones & Klin, 2013) and suggest the presence of a switch 

in the critical networks supporting these early developing social skills that is highly conserved 

between rhesus macaque and human infant development.
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Macaque, Infant Development, Social Visual Engagement
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Social-visual attention, defined as directing visual attention to socially relevant information, such

as looking at other people’s faces, in particular the eyes, and attention to gestures, body posture, 

or action, is a fundamental ability of all primate species and considered the basis for social 

cognition (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997; Emery, 2000). As a visually orienting ability in socially 

gregarious species, social-visual attention is considered a primary selective pressure in the 

evolution of the primate brain (Chance & Jolly, 1970; Dunbar & Shultz, 2007). On a very 

fundamental level, social-visual attention is critical for understanding and interpreting social 

contingencies and intention of others, and it allows for the flexible modification of behavior 

based on that information. As an example, rhesus macaques evaluate information regarding 

dominance through the observation of social interactions and then adjust their own aggressive 

and affiliative behavior accordingly (Deaner, Khera & Platt, 2005), which is essential for 

survival. In humans, social information includes using a variety of nonverbal cues, such as eye 

contact or gestures that are often significant to establish joint attention in children and adults and 

for functioning in society (Emery, 2000). Using the gaze of another to alter one’s own landscape 

of saliency is a basic tenet for understanding more complex social contingencies that may 

emerge later in ontogeny or phylogeny, such as theory of mind (Baron-Cohen, 1992). In studies 

with human adults, social-visual attention is known to engage extensive areas of the human 

social and attentional networks including the amygdala, lateral intraparietal cortex, medial 

prefrontal cortex, and superior temporal sulcus (Sato et al., 2011; Kampe et al., 2001; Wang et 

al., 2011; Akiyama et al., 2007; Okada et al., 2008). Electrophysiology, inactivation, and fMRI 

studies in adult rhesus macaques have also implicated the amygdala, superior temporal sulcus, 

and lateral intraparietal cortex when monkeys monitor the gaze of another individuals 

demonstrating a conservation in the neural substrates of social-visual attention (Mosher et al., 
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2011; Kamphuis et al., 2009; Roy et al., 2014). Unfortunately, the neural basis of social-visual 

engagement in infancy remains unexplored. Due to the difficulty of acquiring frequent 

neuroimaging data in human infants over a short period of time, we must rely on the use of 

animal models to better characterize the development of social-visual engagement and its neural 

underpinning.  Such information may be invaluable to better understand the neural origins of 

developmental disorders associated with profound inability to develop normal social skills, such 

as Autism Spectrum Disorders.

Rhesus macaques are an ideal model for studying the development of early social-visual 

behavior given (1) the rich and complex social structure in which they develop and navigate, (2) 

the similarity with humans in brain and cognitive functions development, and (3) the visual 

system is the primary method by which monkeys navigate the world (Machado & Bachevalier, 

2003). Kuwahata and colleagues (2004) found that infants reliably preferred face-like schematic 

configurations over any other pattern by 1 month of age. Similarly, Lutz and colleagues (1998) 

determined that a preference for face-like drawings over distorted pen drawings of rhesus 

macaque faces emerged at 6 weeks of age. Although this preference seems to develop after birth,

there is evidence to suggest an innate mechanism for face detection and preference. Specifically, 

it has been noted that infant monkeys that are reared without exposure to any faces for 6-24 

months will quickly develop a facial preference to the first face or face-like stimuli they 

regularly witness (Sugita, 2008). Face scanning behavior continues to develop in the first 3 

months of life. Parr and colleagues (2016) showed an initial strong preference for conspecific 

faces over heterospecific, whereas attention to heterospecific faces would significantly increase 

at around 5 weeks of age. Another study conducted with the same animals also indicated that 

infants develop a preference for direct gaze that emerges in the first 3 months, and that viewing 
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patterns towards direct faces versus indirect faces showed different developmental timelines. 

That is, infant monkeys’ fixations to the eyes were first equivalent in duration for both gaze 

types in the first 2 months, but thereafter remained longer for the averted gaze faces (Muschinski

et al., 2016).   

In adulthood, gaze is crucial for survival within large social groups and is used to recruit 

allies or assert dominance (Maestripieri & Wallen, 1997; Emory, 2000). Currently, there are few 

studies that have explored the behavioral development of eye-looking in infancy for rhesus 

macaques and those that had significant limitations.  Some studies used still drawing 

representations of faces (Lutz et al., 1998) rather than dynamic conspecific videos, which can 

contain more nuanced social signals to elicit looking behavior.  Others were limited by poor 

temporal resolution, such that only 3 time points were studied in the first year (Mendelson, 

Haith, & Goldman-Rakic, 1982), which may not accurately capture development during a time 

with rapid brain development. Given the importance of interpreting gaze in both humans and 

nonhuman primates and the progressive development of social skills required for normal social 

interactions, eye-looking represents an important foundation of social cognition. Here, we 

precisely characterized the progressive development of social visual attention in infant rhesus 

macaques while viewing videos of other unfamiliar monkeys across the first 6 months of life.  

The study was carefully designed to resolve several limitations of previous developmental 

studies in monkeys.  First, a large sample size of 36 infant monkeys living with their mothers in 

large social groups served as subjects.  Second, fine grain developmental measures of social-

visual attention were taken at 14 time points between postnatal Week 2 to Week 24 (6 months).  

Third, social-visual attention to faces was measured with a paradigm that was originally intended

to mimic an eye-tracking procedure used to trace the development of social-visual attention in 
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human infants (Jones & Klin, 2013).  The similarities in procedural design were intended to 

assess whether social-visual attention is a phylogenetically conserved mechanisms across 

primate species and to develop a rhesus macaque model that will allow us to investigate the 

neural bases of social-visual attention in primates. 

Methods

Subjects

Two cohorts of infant rhesus monkeys were tested during the 2015 and 2016 birthing seasons. A 

total of 36 newborn male monkeys (Macaca mulatta), all living with their mothers in large, 

socially complex groups at Yerkes National Primate Research Center (YNPRC) Field Station 

(Lawrenceville, GA) at Emory were assigned to the study. Both mother and infant lived in large 

social groups containing over 100 individuals to preserve critical social aspects of native rhesus 

monkey groups while allowing experimental control typical of less complex social conditions 

(Berard, 1989; Lovejoy & Wallen, 1988; Wallen, 2005).  All infant-mother pairs remained 

socially housed within their original social groups for the duration of the study and infants were 

estimated full-term (>450g) offspring of mid-ranking multiparous mothers. While the goal of the 

study was to begin testing as soon after birth as possible, we also wanted to assure that bonding 

between mothers and infants was not impacted by the procedures, so each mother-infant pair had

at least 3 days after birth prior to the first testing session.  Infants were always tested with their 

mothers and both were immediately returned to their habitats after testing to continue bonding. 

Infants did not participate in the study if (1) health complications necessitated regular veterinary 

care and removal from their social group, (2) required to be separated from their mother that did 

not begin naturally lactating, or (3) were rejected by their mother shortly after birth and did not 

receive proper maternal care. The greatest drop-off in subjects (N = 9) occurred in the first 
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month of life, and a total of 23 infants were tested at all time points of the study. For a summary 

of testing age distribution and averaged number of videos viewed at each age, see Table 1.

All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

(IACUC) of Emory University and followed the American Psychological Association standards 

for the ethical treatment of animals.

Eye-Tracking Procedures

Animals were tested at weeks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, and 23 with previously 

established procedures that allow direct access to animals from their social groups for short 

periods of time (Herman et al., 2000; Maestripieri et al., 2006; McCormack et al, 2009). The 

mother-infant pairs were transferred to an onsite behavioral testing facility where the mother was

first anesthetized (3-5 mg/kg-1 telazol, i.m.). The pair was then carried to a dedicated testing 

chamber containing a reclining seat on which the mother could rest comfortably on her back 

while the infant was placed on her front, ventrum-ventrum. Attached to one wall of the testing 

chamber was a 19” (62.6 cm, 45.27° diagonal) computer monitor (1024 x 768 pixels) where 

experimental stimuli were presented. Underneath the monitor was an infrared eye-tracking 

camera (http://www.iscan.com/  60 Hz) mounted on a motorized gimbal, which allowed an 

experimenter to track the location of the infant’s eye. Following a 5-point calibration procedure, 

infants continued to watch videos of social rhesus macaques while freely nursing and 

maintaining contact with the mother (see details in Parr et al., 2016; Muschinski et al., 2016). In 

between videoclips, a centering stimulus was presented to measure any changes in calibration 

accuracy that may have occurred due to movement shifts in infant or mother position. If any 
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shifts occurred, the 5 calibration points were repeated to ensure reliable and accurate calibration 

throughout the testing session. 

Testing sessions were restricted to 30 min to limit the mother’s time under anesthesia. 

After testing, the mother-infant pair was placed in holding cage in an adjacent room to allow for 

recovery of the mother from anesthesia.  When the mother was fully alert, the pair was returned 

to their social group. Infants remained unconstrained and were free to move around, though 

infant was placed back onto the mother’s ventrum when beginning to leave the mother and to 

explore the box enclosure.  

Stimuli

High quality digital videos depicting unfamiliar conspecifics filmed on the rhesus monkey 

breeding colony maintained by the Caribbean Primate Research Center (CPRC) in Cayo 

Santiago, Puerto Rico were used. The videos were cropped to 10 seconds in length and played 

with accompanying sound. Close-up videos of both female and male monkeys from a range of 

ages were shown (see Figure 1a). Videos showed scenes of a single monkey, with approximately

equal representation of female and male, and juvenile and adult monkeys. Juvenile monkeys 

showed the animal’s full body; in size, each animal covered approximately 40% of space the 

screen video surface. Adult monkeys showed the animal’s torso, arms, and head, and covered 

approximately 50% of on screen video surface. Videos were selected to present neutral 

emotional facial expressions to avoid emotional reactions from the infant and maintain a stable 

recording of the infant eyes; a total of 38 unique stimuli were created in this process. In between 

each video a 2 second inter-trial interval with a centering stimulus (circular, chiming target on an

otherwise blank screen) was presented to maintain infant attention. For each testing session, a 
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pseudorandom combination of repeated and novel stimuli was presented with an approximate 4:1

ratio, totaling 12 stimuli per session. If the infant was not attending to the screen during a 

stimulus, it would be marked and repeated after the end of all stimuli had been presented. This 

was repeated until the end of the testing session (for summary of videos average viewed see 

Table 1). A subset of stimuli (7 out of 38) were inverted to serve as comparison controls for 

changes in low-level perceptual effects and in perception, as inverted faces have been established

to have different behavioral and neural responses when compared to upright faces in both 

humans and monkeys (Parr et al., 1999; Yin, 1969; Yovel & Kanwisher, 2005).

Data Analysis

Analysis of eye movements and coding of fixation data were performed with software written in 

MATLAB (MathWorks). The first phase of analysis was an automated identification of non-

fixation data, comprising blinks, saccades and fixations directed away from the presented screen.

Saccades were identified by eye velocity using threshold of 30°/s. Eye movements identified as 

fixations were coded into four regions of interest that were defined within each frame of all video

stimuli: eyes, mouth, head, and body (see Fig. 1b). The regions of interest were hand traced for 

all frames of the video and were stored as binary bitmaps (through software written in 

MATLAB, see Figure 1b). Automated coding of fixation time to each region of interest then 

consisted of a numerical comparison of each infant’s coordinate fixation data with the bitmapped

regions of interest (Jones & Klin, 2013). A fixation percentage for each region of interest was 

calculated by comparing the fixations for the particular region to the total number of recorded 

fixations for the entire clip.  An example of scan paths is illustrated on Figure 1C.
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Statistical analyses were performed with R software, version 3.5.0 (Free Software 

Foundation, Inc., Boston, MA, U.S.A.). Clips that had 0 fixations recorded were excluded. 

Locally weighted polynomial regression was conducted using a LOESS model (Cleveland, 1979;

Cleveland & Devlin, 1988) to evaluate the relationship between age and fixation percentage to 

each region of interest. From the LOESS model, several polynomial regressions of varying 

degrees were then overlaid and goodness-of-fit (GOF) was evaluated with residual standard 

error, the polynomial regression that produced the best GOF was used as the developmental 

trajectory. To determine that any polynomial regression was different from chance, a model 

based moving block bootstrap was conducted (Politis & Romano, 1994), repeated 5000 times 

using 6 blocks per run, and a pseudorandomized length per block. A polynomial model 

regression of the previously determined degree (i.e., degree=3 for eyes) was generated and from 

the regression was returned from each run. A histogram of these p-values was created and 

showed a relatively flat distribution with a tail at p<0.05 (see Figure 2). Therefore, we are 

confident in our regressions that resulted in p < 0.01.

Inverted videos were binned into three 2-month periods and a within-subject ANOVA 

was performed between age group and clip type to determine any differences between viewing 

upright and inverted faces. 

Results

Attention to faces: A LOESS model between percentage of fixation to the eye-region and the age

in weeks of the monkey was first conducted to estimate the shape of the data trajectory. From the

regression, several degrees of polynomial regressions were fit, the third-degree polynomial 

provided the strongest GOF out of all models tested [t(691)=0.18, F(3, 691)=4.203, p=0.005]. As
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shown in Figure 3a, the developmental trajectory for attention to the eye-region shows an 

increase from 2 weeks until approximately 6 weeks. The attention then decreases to reach a 

trough at about 15 weeks when it begins to shift again and rise until 22 weeks. Additionally, 

analyses were performed on each annual cohort separately (2015, n = 12, and 2016, n = 21) and 

showed no differences between cohorts, indicating a high degree of overlap in their trajectories 

and providing proof of internal reliability and reproducibility (see Figure 4).  Finally, analysis of 

the eye-region between inverted and upright faces showed a significantly less attention to the 

eyes viewing inverted faces (F(1, 1146)=4.854, p=0.028), verifying that the differences we see 

are due specifically to changes in face processing and not lower level perceptual features.

In contrast to the eye region, the trajectory of fixation percentage to both the mouth and 

body regions started with the highest points in the first few weeks and gradually decreased over 

time. The LOESS models more closely resembled a second-degree polynomial and fitting 

several polynomial regressions of varying degrees showed a second-degree polynomial provided 

the strongest GOF for both mouth and body regions. For the mouth region (see Fig. 3b), the 

polynomial provided a strong GOF [t(530)=0.03, F(2, 530)=7.318, p=0.0007], with an inflection 

point of around 15 weeks when attention to the mouth region begins to increase slightly. 

Additionally, analysis of inverted clips showed significantly increased viewing to the mouths of 

inverted faces (F(1,1144)=16.079, p<0.0001); this could be due to the movement present in the 

mouth region and when face processing is disrupted through the inversion, movement becomes 

the most salient area of the video.

The body region polynomial fit also provided a strong GOF [t(842)=0.02, F(2, 

842)=8.897, p=0.0002], with an inflection point of close to 17 weeks when attention begins to 

increase slightly again (Fig. 3c). The difference in trajectory between the eyes to the body and 
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mouth regions suggests that the third-degree polynomial is unique to the eye-region and not an 

overall shift in attentional patterns. For a summary of polynomial fitting for each region, see 

Table 2.

Discussion

This study assessed the developmental trajectory of visual attention to social stimuli in monkeys 

during the first 24 weeks of life using eye-tracking procedures and stimuli similar to those 

previously reported in human infants. The results indicate 1) important and specific shifts  in 

attentional looking patterns to the eyes, mouth and body; 2) strong preference for the eyes in 

upright versus inverted faces in the first 8-12 weeks of age; and 3) these patterns of visual 

attention were similar to those reported in human infants for the eyes but not for the mouth. 

These results will be discussed in turn.

 

Attention to the eyes:  

The findings indicated a sharp increase in attention to the eyes that reached a peak around 5-6 

weeks of age, followed by a decline that reached a trough around 16 weeks before a continuous 

rise thereafter until the last age point assessed (i.e. 24 weeks).  This developmental trajectory is 

in line with prior research indicating that infant macaques become sensitive to the direction of 

other faces at around 3-4 weeks, suggesting a time period when more elaborate forms of face 

processing begin to come online during the first few weeks of life (Mendelson et al., 1982).  By 

5-6 weeks, the infants are showing an increased preference for direct-gaze faces over averted-

gaze faces (Muschinski et al., 2016). Additionally, this time period coincides with a shift from 

strong preferential orientation to conspecifics’ faces to heterospecifics’ faces. (Parr et al., 2016). 
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Field studies in rhesus macaques have also shown that reciprocal face-face interactions between 

the infant and mother begin to dramatically increase and peak at close to 1 month (Ferrari et al., 

2009), overlapping with our first inflection point in attention to the eyes. Thus, the development 

of critical  mother-infant bonds that are being formed from birth to 5-6 weeks of age may also be

based on the ability to focus attention to the eye-region of conspecifics and be dependent upon 

the prior maturation of more elaborate perceptual processing of face areas (see further discussion

below). One possible explanation to the increased attention to the eyes could also be related to 

perceptual development, as visual acuity significantly increased in the first weeks in infant 

monkeys and does not reach adult-like levels until 6 weeks (Boothe et al., 1980).  However, this 

explanation seems unlikely given that, despite weaker visual acuity than adults, infant visual 

abilities are proficient enough as they are able to clearly discriminate between conspecific and 

heterospecific faces at birth (Parr et al., 2016).

Following this peak, attention to the eyes progressively declines to reach a trough around 

15-16 weeks. This decrease parallels a similar decrease in mother-infant mutual gaze as well as 

in face-direction preference observed by others (Ferrari et al., 2009; Muschinski et al., 2016).  It 

also appears to follow the emergence of fear modulation with regard to different contexts during 

the same period (Kalin et al., 1991). Given that direct eye-contact can be an emotionally aversive

stimuli for rhesus macaques, this reduction in attention to the eye-region may be due to the 

development and maturation of emotional-affective processes during infancy. 

From 16 to 24 weeks, attention to the eyes begin to increase again. Field studies have 

indicated that this time period is characterized by an increase in infant exploration as they begin 

to seek social interactions with family members (siblings and aunts) and leave the proximity of 

their mothers (Hinde & Spencer-Booth, 1967; Rowell et al., 1964). Thus, following the 
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maturation of emotional regulation, infants may begin to reestablish attention to the eye region at

this time in order to identify familiarity and determine if it is safe or not to approach the other 

monkey while exploring.

It is also possible that changes in attention could be driven by low-level perceptual 

features, such as face-like configurations. Studies in both humans and monkeys have shown 

newborn innate attraction to face-like configurations of dots over other patterns (Goren et al., 

1975; Valenza et al., 1996; Kuwahata et al., 2004). However, attention to the eye-region of 

inverted faces were significantly different from upright faces. Yet, since inverted faces maintain 

the same low-level perceptual information of the videos but disrupts face processing (Parr et al., 

1999; Yin, 1969; Yovel & Kanwisher, 2005), we believe that the effects observed are specific to 

the social-attention to the eye region and not to low-level perceptual features or perceptual 

improvements over time. 

Attention to the mouth and body:  

In comparison to attention to the eyes, attention to the mouth starts out relatively high at around 

17 percent fixation to the area compared to the rest of the scene, but this attention to the mouth 

begins to decline to reach a trough around 15-16 weeks. The first couple of weeks in life is 

characterized by the emergence of reciprocal lipsmacking, a behavior that is correlated with 

later-life stress and emotional regulation (Kaburu et al., 2016). The early attention to the mouth 

region and resulting emergence of reciprocal lipsmacking may be an ethologically relevant form 

of social attention, but is later overshadowed by social cues of increasing valence later in life – 

for example, paying attention to the eyes while establishing mother-infant mutual gaze begins to 

overshadow reciprocal lipsmacking.  The data also indicate a later inflection point at around 17 
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weeks when attention to the mouth appears to slightly increase again. This increase coincides 

with a time in development associated with a peak in fear-grimace display and willingness to 

leave the mother to explore (Suomi, 1984; Hinde & Spencer-Booth, 1967). The mouth of other 

rhesus macaques is a socially significant area of the face and macaque lipsmacking is believed to

share a homologous developmental mechanism as human speech (Morrill et al., 2012). 

 Additionally, lipsmacking in infancy is positively correlated with later life interest in 

social interaction (Paukner et al., 2013), and facial expressions are important in determining and 

establishing social hierarchies (de Waal & Luttrell, 1985). Attention to the mouth region is likely

an important factor as infant monkeys begin to leave their mother and explores and interacts with

others in the social group. However, it is possible that our stimuli did not capture the shifts in 

social-visual attention to the mouth given that they  lacked any species-specific vocalizations 

emitted by the video monkey and facial expressions, and consisted of entirely unfamiliar 

monkeys. The use of familiar monkeys from within the infants’ social groups, along with 

dynamic facial expressions (i.e., lipsmacking) and vocalizations from the video monkey are all 

factors likely to play a crucial role in directing attention to the mouth over other regions of the 

face and body. Similar to the eye-region, attention to the mouth region could be driven by low-

level perceptual effects, especially given the movement of the mouth. Again, the significant 

difference in attention to the mouth region with respect to the inverted faces that maintain low-

level perceptual effects while disrupting face processing provides confidence that the 

developmental changes described are due to changes in social-attention and not general attention 

or perceptual improvements over time.

Attention to the body starts with the highest fixation percentage at around 30 percent then

steadily declines throughout development, though continues to be a region of high fixation after 
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the eyes. Given the neutral emotional valence of the videos as well as the close-up view that 

most videos had of the focal monkey, there were very few instances of the video monkey 

manipulating objects with hands that may have attracted attention of the infants. Therefore, the 

high fixation percentage to the body region may be due to the relative size of the region in 

comparison to those of the eye and mouth regions – there is simply more area of the video coded 

as the body. It is important to note, however, that by the end of our observed timeframe (24 

weeks), the percent fixation towards the eye region remained higher than that of the body, further

strengthening the social significance of attention to the eye region at 6 months of age.

Relationship to attention to face cues in human infants:  

To obtain additional information on the phylogenetic conservation of developmental changes in 

social visual engagement between primate species, we also compared the changes in attention to 

visual cues in infant monkeys presented here with those obtained from typically developing 

human infants. As mentioned in the introduction, to facilitate this comparison, the infant 

monkeys were behaviorally tested and the data analyzed using exactly the same procedures as 

those used in human infants and were observed at ages (1 week to 24 weeks) that corresponded 

to the 2 months to 24 months age range used with the human infants (Jones & Klin, 2013).  

The developmental trajectory of visual attention to the eyes of rhesus macaques closely parallels 

that shown in typically developing human infants. Inspection of Figures 5a and 5c demonstrate 

that monkeys have lower fixation percentage than human infants across this early developmental 

period.  This species difference parallels previous cross-species data showing that, when 

exploring faces, monkeys make less fixations than humans, and spend more time in saccading or 

scanning (Dahl et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2013). Despite this difference, the developmental 
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trajectory of attention to the eyes in early infancy is remarkably similar for the two species with a

first rise in fixation percent towards the eyes for the first 6-8 weeks in monkeys and 6-8 months 

in humans, followed by a slow decline until 16 weeks for monkeys and 18 months in humans, 

and then a second rise until 24 weeks for monkeys and 24 months in humans.  Thus, the cross-

species shifts in attention to the eyes in early infancy is well conserved between monkeys and 

humans.  Such similarity suggests that the eyes may provide crucial social information for face 

processing in both monkeys and humans (Nakato et al., 2018).

With regard to the attention to the mouth, however, the infant rhesus macaque pattern of 

viewing differs from that observed in human infants (see Figures 5b and 5c).  Although attention 

to the mouth for monkeys slightly decreases during the first 2 months with a slight rise beginning

at 20 weeks of age, attention to the mouth in humans increases sharply and continuously until 14 

months. This species difference highlights interesting dissimilarity in the ethological relevance of

the mouth regions between the two species. The overall increase seen in human infants is likely 

associated with the beginning of language acquisition during this early period (Klin et al., 2009; 

Paul et al., 2011; Wyk et al., 2010), whereas mouth movements in rhesus macaque infants are 

known to be used as social cues to display and indicate dominant behaviors such as threat 

gestures or submissive behaviors such as lipsmack cues that are mainly used during social 

interactions and could begin to develop at an age (4-6 months) when infant monkeys begin to 

leave their mother and enter in interactions with peers and other members of the social group. 

Neural basis of attention to facial cues: 

The specific neural mechanisms that underlie the shifts in visual attention to face cues, 

particularly fixation to the eyes, in early infancy are still poorly understood and remain 
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speculative.  Earlier developmental neuroanatomical and neurophysiological studies in monkeys 

together with more recent neuroimaging studies in both human infants and infant monkeys have 

indicated that visual subcortical and cortical regions responding preferentially to faces are 

present and spatially organized early in infancy, although fully selective face areas emerge much 

later (Deen et al., 2017; Livingstone et al., 2017; Arcaro et al., 2017; Arcaro & Livingstone 

2017). As reviewed by Johnson (2005) and more recently by (Powell et al., 2018), several 

converging lines of evidence suggest that a subcortical face-processing route, including the 

superior colliculi, putamen and amygdala, is present at birth and is responsible for the patterns of

face-related stimulus preference that are seen at that age. This subcortical route operates both 

more rapidly than cortical visual pathways and on low spatial visual information (LeDoux, 1996)

and may be functionally more developed for newborn face preference because of the still 

functionally immature cortical visual areas (Johnson, 2005).  

Functional neuroimaging studies in infant rhesus macaques viewing faces have shown a 

robust early activation of the lateral geniculate nucleus as early as 1 week of age, suggesting an 

early reliance on subcortical visual processing (Livingstone et al., 2017; Arcano & Livingstone, 

2017, Arcano et al., 2017).  In addition, sharp increase in amygdala volume, most likely resulting

from increased interconnectivity of the amygdala with neocortical areas, occurs within the first 

six weeks of age in monkeys (Payne et al., 2010; Chareyon et al., 2012) and may help tag 

perceptual face processing with emotional content of a face. In contrast, the ventral temporal 

visual pathway involved in the perception of facial features and identity, the visual cortical areas 

located within the superior temporal sulcus important for the detection of  facial movements and 

facial expressions, and the dorsal visual stream in the parietal cortex involved in spatial 

attentional processes are not fully developed at birth and have a more prolonged development 
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throughout infancy (Webster et al., 1991; Webster et al., 1994; Rodman & Consuelos, 1994; 

Livingstone et al., 2017; Rodman et al., 1991; Rodman et al., 1993; Distler et al., 1996). 

Additionally, a recent functional MRI study on a subset of infants participating in the current 

study showed stronger functional connectivity between the most posterior cortical areas of the 

three visual cortical streams than in the more anterior cortical areas, and functional connectivity 

between the anterior portion of ventral visual stream and the amygdala increased progressively in

the first 12 weeks of age (Kovatz-Balint et al., 2018). Thus, as shown in Figure 4, we speculate 

that at birth attention to the eyes may be supported by the early developing subcortical system.  

The decrease in attention to the eyes from about 6-16 weeks of age followed by the subsequent 

increase from 16 to 24 weeks may coincide with a decline of more reflexive subcortical 

processes together with a progressive rise of cortical processing as neonatal looking to faces may

become more volitional when infants may choose to look at faces in order to engage contingent 

social interactions with positively valence. By 24 weeks of age, responses to faces in specific 

regions of extrastriate cortex may be further potentiated by the medial prefrontal cortex regions 

that respond to prosocial interactions (Johnson, 2005; Powell et al., 2018).    

Summary:

Our main findings indicate that infant development of social-visual engagement is 

conserved in primates.  The developmental trajectory for the attention to the eyes in infant rhesus

macaques is comparable to that reported in human infants (Jones and Klin, 2013). Both begin 

with an increase in attention to the eyes that peaks relatively early in development, followed by a

prolonged decrease and finally a progressive rise. The similarities in this longitudinal 

development implies conserved neural processing between nonhuman primates and humans. Yet,
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there were also important species differences that are likely guided by ethological constraint. 

Fixation to the mouth for example has different developmental trajectories for infant monkeys 

and humans, reflecting the information provided by mouth movements that are related to 

language acquisition in human infants at this early age but not in infant monkeys.  Despite these 

limitations, rhesus macaques may provide a critically needed nonhuman primate model to further

examine the developmental changes in neural systems engaged in social-visual attention and to 

assess how genetic variations as well as molecular and/or experimental manipulations of social 

neural networks alter social development.  As recent discoveries in humans point to the 

importance of early-emerging and highly-conserved social phenotypes, nonhuman primate model

could advance understanding of the brain-behavior pathogenesis of Autism Spectrum Disorders 

(ASD) as well as help validate efficacy of potential therapeutic treatments for attenuating social 

deficits in ASD.
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Figures and Tables

Table 1: Summary of data collection

Caption for Table 1: A summary of the amount of data collected from infants at each testing 

session. There is a large degree of variation in the number of clips infants payed attention to at 

each session, as seen in the large standard deviation of seen by each monkey. Overall, there were

far fewer inverted videos shown which accounts for the sparse number of inverted videos seen 

per monkey at each testing session.
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Table 2: Summary of polynomial fitting

Caption for Table 2: A summary of the amount of polynomial fitting used to describe the 

attention the Eyes, Mouth, and Body. Initial models were estimated using a LOESS model to 

determine the shape of the polynomial regression. The goodness-of-fit (GOF) was evaluated for 

the polynomial regression: in each case the degree of polynomial chosen yielded the highest F-

statistic and adjusted R2 values, with both the polynomial of one greater and one less degree 

having yielding a loss in GOF.
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Figure 1: Example of experimental stimuli

Caption for Figure 1: (a) A sample still from a movie showing the dynamic facial expressions 

of a single adult macaque. (b) The same still with the manually coded ROI imposed showing the 

definitions of eye (red), mouth (green), head (yellow), and body (blue) regions. (c) The example 

scanpath of one monkey’s viewing of the video at 7 weeks – fixations are represented in red 

points and saccades are shown as white lines. The scan path represents the viewing of the scan of

approximately 1 second before and after the example still.
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Figure 2: Moving-block bootstrapping results

Caption for Figure 2: An example histogram depicting the resulting p-values generated from a 

moving block bootstrapping of the data. In this example, the fixation percentage to the eye 

region was bootstrapped, and in each run a polynomial of degree 3 was fit on top of the data and 

p-value was generated. This was done 5000 times and resulting counts are shown on the y-axis.
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Figure 3: Changes in social-visual engagement in infant rhesus macaques

Caption for Figure 3: The fixation percentage to our three regions of interest: (a) eyes, (b) 

mouth, and (c) body. The dashed lines on each graph represents the LOESS models of varying 

degrees of α (as indicated in legend) from 0.75 to 0.95. Imposed on top of the LOESS models is 

a polynomial regression, the shaded gray region surrounding the regression represents the 95% 

confidence interval for the model.
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Figure 4: Comparison between two cohorts (2015, 2016)

Caption for Figure 4: The fixation percentage to the eye region separated between the two 

cohorts of infants tested over two years, shaded gray regions surrounding the regressions 

represents the 95% confidence interval for the model each year. The dark gray areas represent 

the overlap between the two cohorts.
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Figure 5: Developmental comparisons between humans and monkeys

Caption for Figure 5: Comparisons between NHP and human infant trajectory of attention to 

the eye and mouth regions. (a) Both human and NHP infants show parallel trajectories for 

attention to the eye region, though NHPs have lower fixation percentage overall. (b) While 

human and NHP infants have similar levels of attention to the mouth region at birth, human 

infants begin to pay more attention to the mouth throughout development, whereas monkey 

attention remains relatively stable. (c) Taking the central differential of both human and NHP 

infant trajectories and adjusting for the difference in developmental timescale, both human and 

NHP infants have similar rates of change in attention across development, whereas (d) attention 

to the mouth have vastly different rates of change.
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Abstract

Gaze following represents a foundational behavior for establishing joint attention and higher-

level social cognition (Emery, 2000). Atypical gaze following has been reported in children with 

Autism Spectrum Disorder and Williams Syndrome (Riby et al., 2013; Lord et al., 2012; Mundy,

2017). To advance our understanding of mechanisms underlying the development of gaze 

following, rhesus macaques offer an ideal model system: they develop rich and complex social 

behaviors from infancy onward, similar to humans, and their behavior may help elucidate 

sensitive periods in the development of gaze following and its neural substrates. Using eye-

tracking methodology, this study examines the longitudinal development of gaze following from 

1 week to 6 months in mother-reared infant rhesus macaques raised in semi-naturalistic groups 

that allow for typical emergence of social behavior. The results showed that although gaze 

following skills emerge around 6 months, more subtle changes in behaviors supporting gaze 

following occurred earlier. Specifically, we found an increase in mutual eye engagement at 3 

months of age followed shortly thereafter by increases in maximum saccade velocities at 4 

months. These results corroborate previous findings in the literature (Tomasello et al., 2001; 

Teufel et al., 2010; Rosati et al., 2016), adding the detection of more subtle developmental visual

changes made possible via the use of eye-tracking methodologies.
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Gaze following, directing one’s own attention using the gaze of another conspecific, 

represents a foundational behavior for establishing joint attention and higher-level social 

cognition in humans (Emery, 2000; Flom, et al., 2007). Baron-Cohen and colleagues (1992) have

theorized that gaze following is an essential building block for communicational skills, serving 

as a basic form of nonverbal communication. The process of gaze following can be 

operationalized by first making mutual eye contact with another individual, and then following 

the gaze of the other individual when their attention shifts. Thus, gaze following is a socially 

specific behavior that is contingent on a number of ongoing perceptual and cognitive processes: 

(1) detection of another individual (Rutter, 1984), (2) assessing the individual’s attention towards

the self (via mutual eye engagement), and (3) locating the individual’s focus of attention when it 

shifts away from the self.

As previously discussed, gaze following is contingent upon the perception of another 

individual and engaging in mutual eye contact (Rutter, 1984). This early detection of direct gaze 

is robust at birth as even newborn infants show preferential attention to faces with open eyes and 

to direct eye contact (Batki et al., 2000; Farroni et al., 2002). These preferences are not present 

for inverted faces, suggesting an effect specific to face processing and not to low-level 

perceptual features (Farroni, Menon, & Johnson, 2006). It is believed that this very early 

detection of direct eye gaze, and preference for making mutual eye contact, acts to accelerate the 

processing of social information, and provides an innate mechanism for which gaze following 

and elaborated forms of social cognition are built (Baron-Cohen, 1994). Emphasizing the 

importance of gaze following in the development of communication, this behavior has been split 

into two observable categories; (a) contextually gaze following driven by external stimuli 

presented in a specific series of events (e.g. an attention-grabbing event followed by a head turn 
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from another individual) and (b) gaze following that contains communicative intent, typically 

operationalized through a triadic interaction and establishing joint attention. In humans, 

contextually driven gaze following emerges at around six months and appears to be predictive of 

the development of communicative intent and communication skills in later life (Gredeback et 

al., 2018; D’Entremont et al., 1997). Shortly thereafter, communicative intent in gaze following 

(i.e., forming joint attention) begins to develop at around one year of age, with the emergence of 

self-driven bids for establishing joint attention closely tied to the earlier emergency of 

contextually driven gaze following (Csibra et al., 2010). Finally, the extent of both contextually 

driven and communicative intent gaze following in infancy is predictive of the subsequent 

development of language and communication skills in toddlerhood (Brooks & Melzoff, 2005; 

Brooks & Melzoff, 2008). 

Importantly, disruptions in the development of gaze following is a common symptom 

seen in pervasive neurodevelopmental disorders, such as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and 

Williams Syndrome (Riby et al., 2013; Lord et al., 2012; Mundy, 2017), and often used as an 

early diagnostic marker of the social disorders in children at risks (APA, 2013). Interestingly, it 

has been demonstrated that gaze following in children with ASD can be taught in specific 

laboratory settings, though there may be still a lack of communicative intent in learned gaze 

following (Baron-Cohen et al., 1995). This suggests that, although children with ASD are 

capable of perceiving gaze direction and flexibly use it as a directional cue, there may be 

disruption in the innate, social valence of gaze that is responsible for this disruption in gaze 

following (Leekam et al., 2000; Volkmar & Mayes, 1990).

Despite our increased knowledge on the developmental trajectory of gaze following in 

human infants and its derailment in ASD, much less is known on the neural structures supporting
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these early developing skills and their maturational trajectory patterns in the first few years of 

life. Thus, the use of an animal model becomes necessary and critical to provide densely sampled

longitudinal behavioral and neuroimaging data throughearly infancy.  Nonhuman primates 

(NHPs) have become an invaluable animal model of early developing social skills because they 

need to learn navigate rich and complex social groups, and, similarly to humans, their social 

skills develop progressively throughout infancy (Machado and Bachevalier, 2003). Furthermore, 

the similarity in brain organization and development in rhesus macaques and humans, may 

provide insights into the developmental critical periods of specific neural networks associated 

with overt behavioral changes in social-visual attention in humans. Although higher level social 

cognitive abilities, such as joint attention, are still disputed in monkeys (e.g. Emery, 2000; 

Ferrari et al., 2000; Itakura, 2004), NHPs act upon ever-changing contingencies and rely on 

visual information to alter their behavioral responses dependent upon the social environment. For

instance, monkeys living in natural habitats use gaze alone as a social signal to help recruit allies 

and intentional gaze following has been observed in primates in the field in situations such as 

threat assessment (Maestripieri & Wallen, 1997; Redican, 1975; Shepherd & Platt, 2007). In 

laboratory settings, gaze following has been observed using eye tracking methodologies in adults

viewing dynamic social scenes on a computer monitor (Mosher, Zimmerman, & Gothard, 2011). 

Additionally, the presence of gaze serves to facilitate responses on tasks probing spatial attention

(Emery et al., 1997; Simpson et al., 2016). There has even been evidence of more elaborate 

social observational learning in rhesus macaques. Specifically, Mineka et al. (1984) conducted a 

series of experiments demonstrating that fear of snakes is induced through observational learning

in rhesus macaques. Young laboratory-reared rhesus macaques previously not afraid of snakes 

became fearful when observing wild-reared parents showing a fear response towards snakes and 
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snake-like stimuli. In order for the young monkeys to become fearful towards the snakes, they 

must use the attentional direction of the wild-reared parents to determine the attentional focus of 

the parents, then notice the fearful response from the wild-reared parents to infer that the fear 

response is due to the focal object. This form of observational learning requires information 

about another’s direction of attention and understanding the intention of a fear response, and 

consists of the previously discussed perceptual and cognitive processes required for gaze 

following in humans: (1) detection of another individual, (2) assessing the individual’s attention, 

and (3) locating the individual’s focus of attention. Moreover, this study demonstrates that young

monkeys are capable of using gaze for referencing a third object of attention in triadic social 

referencing. Still, our knowledge of the developmental trajectory of gaze following and 

associated neural structures throughout infancy in rhesus macaques is limited and not well 

understood.

Although gaze following has already been studied in a number of nonhuman primate 

species, most of the studies have focused on juveniles and adult animals and not on infants (see 

for review Rosati et al., 2009).  An earlier study has shown that rhesus monkeys acquire gaze 

following skills in early infancy, around 5.5 months (Tomasello et al., 2001). Yet, the emergence

of these skills is more protracted than in human infants, suggesting that nonhuman primates may 

require more experience with relevant social interactions than humans (Ferrari et al, 2000, 2009; 

Teufel et al., 2010).  However, several limitations may have affected the results of these studies, 

such as the rearing conditions and social environment in which the monkeys were raised and the 

procedures used to promote gaze following.  Thus, studies have relyed on either: (a) laboratory 

eye-tracking methodology rather than live field studies, (b)  human experimental actor rather 

than conspecific actor, and (c) primarily used still images rather than videoclips, that neither may
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be ecologically relevant for engaging infant monkeys in social-visual behaviors (Rosati et al., 

2016; Simpson et al., 2010).  Finally, the data collection was done cross-sectionally in most of 

the studies and with only few developmental time points collected.  More recent studies have 

attempted to remedy to some of these limitations.  For example, Teufel and colleagues (2010) 

collected data cross-sectionally and longitudinally on Barbary macaques living in social groups 

living in an outdoor enclosure.  Data were collected live using conspecific actors within the 

groups and recorded on a handheld computer in infants of 1-2 months, 3-4 months and 5-6 

months, juveniles and adults.  Gaze following was present only in the oldest infants of 5-6 

months and reached adult levels in the juveniles.  In all cases, gaze following was enhanced 

when the conspecific actors showed some facial expressions.  Similarly, Rosati and colleagues 

(2016) studied gaze following in a group of semi-free-ranging rhesus macaques using a human 

actor.  Gaze following behaviors were video-recorded on a large number of animals grouped into

different age cohorts from infants (1 month to 1 year), juveniles (1 to 5 years), to adults (5-15 

years) and later coded.  Gaze following emerged at around 6 months of age and peaked in 

juvenile animals (Farroni et al., 2004). 

The present study was designed to further gain much needed information on the 

developmental time course over which gaze following skills emerge in nonhuman primates 

during early infancy and to remedy some of the main limitations of the previous studies.  First, 

we used semi-free ranging mother-reared rhesus infants to provide subjects with extensive 

experience in a complex social environment and promote the development of typical social 

behaviors.  Second, the stimuli used to engage gaze follow were short videoclips of conspecifics 

providing relevant species-dependent social cues.  Third, to obtain granular analyses of the 

behaviors, the subjects were eye-tracked while viewing the videoclips using procedures 
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previously reported in both human infant (Jones & Klin, 2013) and infant rhesus macaque 

studies (Parr et al., 2016; Muschinski et al., 2016; Wang et al., in prep). Fourth, data were 

collected longitudinally on infant monkeys every 2 weeks from Week 1 to Week 24.  These 

procedures allowed infants to experience normative social interactions that may be crucial to the 

development of gaze following while allowing the collection of dense, longitudinal and detailed, 

behavioral data.  In addition, because the same infant monkeys received neuroimaging scans 

during the same developmental period, this will provide a unique opportunity to examine 

whether the maturation of certain social visual networks could support the development of gaze 

following skills (Kovacs-Balint et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019, in preparation, see chapter 3).  

Finally, because the procedures to measure gaze following skills in monkeys were similar to 

those used with human infants, species comparisons could be directly performed.

Methods

Subjects

Thirty-three (33) newborn male monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were studied from birth to 6 months 

of age. All infants were mother-reared and lived in large, socially complex groups at Yerkes 

National Primate Research Center (YNPRC) Field Station. All infants were estimated full-term 

(>450g) offspring, and mothers were all mid-ranking and multiparous. Mother-infant pairs lived 

in large social groups containing over 100 individuals to preserve critical social environment of 

rhesus macaque colonies. Social groups were housed in outdoor compounds with access to 

climate-controlled indoor housing, which allows for experimental control typical of less complex

social conditions (Berard, 1989; Lovejoy & Wallen, 1988; Wallen, 2005). Each mother-infant 
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pair had at least 3 undisturbed days after birth to establish strong affiliative bonds prior to the 

first testing session. Infants were tested with their mothers and the pair was returned immediately

after testing to their original social groups for the duration of the study. All procedures were 

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Emory University 

and followed the American Psychological Association standards for the ethical treatment of 

animals. For a summary of testing age distribution and averaged number of potential gaze 

following instances (see Stimuli below) viewed at each age, see Table 1.

Eye-Tracking Procedures

There were 14 total testing sessions at ages 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, and 23 

weeks. Animals were tested with previously established procedures allowing direct access from 

their social groups for short periods of time (Herman et al., 2000; Maestripieri et al., 2006; 

McCormack et al, 2009). Mother-infant pairs were transferred to an onsite testing facility where 

the mother was anesthetized (3-5 mg/kg-1 telazol, i.m.), then the pair was then carried to a 

dedicated testing chamber containing a reclining seat onto which the mother could rest 

comfortably on her back. The infant was placed on her front, ventrum-ventrum, to view 

experimental stimuli presented on a 19” (62.6 cm, 45.27° diagonal) computer monitor (1024 x 

768 pixels). An infrared eye-tracking camera (http://www.iscan.com/  60 Hz) was mounted 

underneath the computer monitor on a motorized gimbal used to track the location of the infant’s

eye. Following 5-point calibration, infants continued to watch social stimuli (see below) while 

freely nursing on the ventrum of their mother (see details in Parr et al., 2016; Muschinski et al., 

2016). The mother’s breathing was monitored throughout the testing session. While the 
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motorized gimbal allowed for minor shifts in infant position, if any large shifts occurred the 5 

calibration points were repeated to ensure that reliable and accurate calibration was maintained. 

Testing sessions were restricted to 30 min to limit the mother’s time under anesthesia. 

After testing, the mother-infant pair was placed in an adjacent room to allow for recovery of the 

mother from anesthesia.  When the mother was fully alert, the pair was returned to their social 

group.

Stimuli

Unfamiliar conspecific videos were videotaped on the rhesus monkey breeding colony 

maintained by the Caribbean Primate Research Center (CPRC) in Cayo Santiago, Puerto Rico to 

create the high-quality digital videos used as experimental stimuli. Videos were cropped to 10 

seconds in length and played with accompanying sound. Videos showed close-up images of a 

single monkey, with approximately equal representation of female and male, and juvenile and 

adult monkeys. Videos of juvenile monkeys showed the animal’s full body, whereas are those 

depicting adult monkeys showed the animal’s torso, arms, and head only. The subject within the 

videos covered approximately 40-50% of the screen video surface. Only stimuli with neutral 

emotional facial expressions were used to avoid emotional reactions from the infant. Each video 

contained at least one potential instance of gaze following (i.e., the video monkey looks directly 

into the camera to engage mutual eye contact then looks away). A total of 33 unique videos were

created for use in the testing sessions, with an average of 1.91 ± 0.87 potential gaze following 

instance per clip. In between each video presentation, the 2-second inter-trial interval displayed a

centering stimulus (circular, chiming target on an otherwise blank screen) presented to maintain 
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infant attention. For each testing session, a pseudorandom combination of repeated and novel 

videos was presented with an approximate 4:1 ratio.

Data Analysis

Eye movements and fixation data were analyzed and coded with custom-written software run in 

MATLAB (MathWorks).  Data analysis consisted of (1) an automated identification of non-

fixation data, comprising blinks, saccades and fixations directed away from the presented screen;

(2) saccades identification by eye velocity using threshold of 30°/s; and finally (3) identification 

of fixation locations within regions of interest that were defined within each frame of all video 

stimuli, specifically the eye-region for the detection of mutual eye engagement. The regions of 

interest were hand traced for all frames of the video and were stored as binary bitmaps (through 

software written in MATLAB). Automated coding of fixation time to the region of interest 

consisted of a numerical comparison of each infant’s coordinate fixation data with the bitmapped

regions of interest (Jones & Klin, 2013). 

Frame-by-frame coding of the video monkey’s direction of attention was hand-coded as 

either direct (looking into the camera) or averted. A line was hand drawn during period of 

averted eye direction, then direction of attention was calculated as radial angle of the line (see 

Figure 1B). Gaze following was then operationalized as comprising of a fixation to the eyes of 

the onscreen monkey—a moment of “mutual eye contact” when the onscreen monkey was 

looking directly at the viewer (Figure A)—followed by a gaze shift in the direction in which the 

onscreen animal subsequently averted its gaze (Figure 1B). Mathematically, this was defined as 

saccades that fall within ±30° of the line drawn representing the video monkey’s direction of 

attention (see Figure 2 for an example of distribution of subjects’ saccades following the averted 
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gaze of the monkey actor). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted using linear 

mixed-effect models for each observed variable (percent of mutual gaze engagement and percent

gaze following) using age as a fixed factor and monkey identity as a random factor. Analyses 

were conducted using R statistical package, version 3.5.0 (Free Software Foundation, Inc., 

Boston, MA, U.S.A. ), followed by Tukey HSD pairwise t-tests for the post-hoc analyses of 

specific ages and effect sizes determined using Cohen’s d.

Results

Mutual eye contact engagement was calculated as the percentage of times mutual eye 

contact was established between the onscreen monkey and subject monkey compared to the total 

number of events in which mutual eye contact is possible for each clip (i.e., the number of times 

the onscreen monkey stared directly at the camera). The results showed a significant increase in 

mutual gaze from 1 to 6 months as revealed by a significant effect of age [F(5,113) = 4.12, p  < 

0.01; see Figure 3a]. Post-hoc t-tests were conducted, controlled for multiple comparisons (see 

Table 2). There was an increase mutual eye contact engagement at Month 3 (M = 36.40%, SD = 

22.46) that did not reach significance (Month 1 – 3: p = 0.09; Month 2 – 3: p = 0.09) but had  a 

large effect size (Month 1 – 3: d = 0.58; Month 2 – 3: d = 0.59). Mutual eye engagement 

remained relatively stable with another significant increase at Month 6 (M = 46.26%, SD = 

16.05), during which mutual eye engagement occurs at level higher than earlier time points 

(Months 5 vs 6: p = 0.03; Months 1 vs 6: p = 0.002; Months 2 vs 6: p = 0.002; see Table 2).

Gaze following engagement was then calculated as the percentage of time the subject 

monkey followed the gaze of the onscreen monkey after mutual eye contact was established. The

results indicated that there was a significant effect of age on gaze following instances [F(5,99) = 
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3.07, p < 0.05; see Figure 3b]. Post-hoc t-test comparisons between ages indicated a slight but 

nonsignificant decrease in gaze following after Month 1 (M = 18.30%, SD = 6.37), though the 

effect sizes were fairly high (Month 1 – 2: p = 0.077, d = 0.57; Month 1 – 3: p = 0.066, d = 0.65; 

see Table 3). Gaze following remained at relatively low rates from months 2 – 5, before 

increasing again at Month 6 (M = 19.52%, SD = 2.84), with a high effect size in this last increase

(Month 5 – 6: d = 1.10). A complete summary of the post-hoc analyses can be found in Table 3.

Finally, the maximum saccade velocities for the 0.5 seconds preceding or following 

mutual eye contact with the onscreen monkey were also analyzed. A two-way within-subject 

ANOVA was conducted to determine the effect of infant age on saccade velocities, and whether 

gaze following occurred after the mutual eye contact. The resulted showed a significant increase 

in saccade velocities with age both prior to engaging in mutual eye contact [F(5,1754) = 4.90, p 

< 0.001; see Figure 4a] and following mutual eye contact [F(5,1698) = 5.47, p < 0.001; see 

Figure 4b].  However,  there were no effects of the occurrence of gaze following on saccade 

velocities [Before Fixation: F(1, 1922) = 2.15, p > 0.1; After Fixation: F(1, 1914) = 0.61, p > 

0.1] and no interactions between gaze following occurrence and age (see Table 4). Additional 

post-hoc pairwise comparisons between months revealed a significant increase in saccade 

velocity occurring at Month 4, with significantly higher than maximum saccade velocities to 

prior time points with moderate effect sizes, for both saccades emitted prior to mutual eye 

contact (M = 138.8, SD = 48.41; Month 1 – 4: p = 0.003, d = 0.29; Month 2 – 4: p = 0.001, d = 

0.29; Month 3 – 4: 0.007, d = 0.29) as well as saccades emitted 0.5 seconds after mutual eye 

contact (M = 145.9, SD = 52.55; see Table 4). In the maximum saccade velocities leading to the 

fixation forming mutual eye contact, velocities remain relatively high through Month 5 and 

Month 6 (M = 134.57, SD = 52.58 and M = 131.72, SD = 52.03, respectively). However, the 
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saccade velocities following fixation drops off significantly with moderate effect size at Month 5

(M = 125.34, SD = 66.04, Month 4 – 5: p = 0.045, d = 0.26), but increase again between Months 

5 and 6 though this increase did not reach significance. Individual t-tests at each time point 

revealed no significant differences between the saccade velocities by event type (p > 0.1 in all 

comparisons).

Discussion

Establishing mutual eye contact:

Although instances of gaze following remained relatively infrequent in the first 6 months 

with few noticeable changes, there were more reliable developmental shifts in mutual gaze 

behaviors upon which gaze following is contingent. In this study, mutual eye contact, which is a 

requisite for the engagement in gaze following (Baron-Cohen 1994; Rutter 1984), was 

operationalized as the infant monkey fixating in the eye-region of the video while the video 

monkey was looking directly at the camera. The data showed a progressive increase in the 

infants’ engagements in mutual eye contact across the first six months of age, indicating that the 

social significance of establishing eye contact increases gradually throughout this period of 

infancy.  This increase in mutual eye contacts began around 2 to 3 months and strengthened 

between 5 to 6 months. The early slight increase in mutual eye contact engagement also closely 

follows a peak in mutual mother-infant face-face interactions observed in field studies at 2 

months (Ferrari et al., 2009). Because mother-infant face-face interactions are generally mother-

initiated, the increase at 3 months may indicate an increase in voluntary engagement of the 

infants to make in eye contacts and self-initiated social behaviors.  Given that gaze following is 

contingent upon mutual eye contact, it is unsurprising to see that the sharp increase in mutual 
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gaze by 6 months of age coincides with the slight rise in the number of gaze following instances 

at this same time point.  The early emergence of mutual gaze is supported by other nonhuman 

primate and human studies reporting that in the few weeks of life infants are attracted to the eye 

region of faces (Mendelson et al., 1982; Gliga et al., 2007; Farroni et al., 2002) and that 

increased visual attention to eyes is associated with other social skills such as neonatal imitation 

(Paukner at al., 2013).  Neonatal imitation, like gaze following, is a social skill known to require 

the interest and ability to track another individual’s behavior (Carpenter et al., 1998) and has 

been shown to be a strong predictor of gaze following abilities (Simpson et al., 2016).  

Interestingly, the shifts in the trajectory of mutual gaze appear to parallel the shifts in the 

same infants reported when assessing their preference to look at the eyes of a face (Wang et al., 

2019, in prep; see chapter 1).  In that later study, we also showed an increase in looking towards 

the eye region of faces by 2 to 3 months of age followed by a decline and then a second rise 

between 5 and 6 months.  These shifts in the developmental trajectories of early social 

experience may be associated with the maturation of specific neural networks (see below).

Gaze following:

Overall, the data indicated few instances of gaze following (~10-20%) during this early 

period of development with a slight rise beginning between Month 5 and Month 6 (see Figure 

3b). The low levels of gaze following could be due to the social constraints of the stimuli used, 

as the video monkeys were passive and not intentionally directing their attention to aspecific 

object or conspecific in the environment. Moreover, stimuli consisted of neutral facial expression

with no monkey vocalizations; the presence of a socially salient facial expression (i.e., lipsmack 

or fear grimace) or of monkey vocalizations could be necessary to initiate contextually driven 
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gaze following at this early age (before 6 months). The observed onset of gaze following abilities

around 5-6 months parallels earlier findings showing that rhesus macaques begin to follow the 

gaze of a human experimenter at a similar age (Tomasello et al., 2001).  Furthermore, two recent 

reports indicated similar developmental trajectory of gaze following abilities in infant monkeys. 

First, Teufel and colleagues (2010), combining longitudinal and cross-sectional observational 

field data on Barbary macaques with live conspecifics emitting directional cues, showed 

relatively low gaze following prior to five months with a similarly rapid increase in the number 

of gaze following instances between 5 and 6 months to progressively reach adult-like levels by 1 

year of age (Teufel et al., 2010).  Second, Rosati and colleagues (2016) found that gaze 

following in infant monkeys leaving in semi-free-ranging social groups does not emerge until 6 

months using the eye gaze from a masked human experimenter as the directional cue. The 

current study is the first to show a similar developmental trajectory in gaze following instances 

using controlled laboratory eye-tracking procedures that provide more precise automated 

identification of gaze follows while maintaining species-relevant dynamic social stimuli. It 

should be noted that this study used only faces presenting with neutral facial expressions and it is

possible that the use of faces with facial expressions could have enhanced the ability to follow 

gaze in the infants.  Such facilitation of gaze following by emotional expressions had already 

been reported in human adults (Adams & Kleck, 2003; Mathews et al., 2003; Tipples, 2006; 

Hietanen and Leppänen, 2003) as well as in long-tailed adult macaques (Goosens et al., 2008), 

and  Barbary infant macaques (Teufel et al., 2010). Thus, early gaze following prior to 6 months 

may be contingent upon emotional saliency and the use salient facial expressions cues (e.g. 

lipsmacking) could hasten these developmental changes.
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Saccade velocities:

Following the increase in voluntary mutual eye contact at 3 months was a significant 

increase in maximum saccade velocities from Months 3 to 4 that had never been measured and 

reported in earlier studies. This increase in saccade velocities occurred both prior to and after 

mutual eye contact engagement. These changes in the saccade velocities indicate subtle 

behavioral changes that could depend on the social information gained from directed mutual 

gaze attention. The faster saccade velocities towards engaging in mutual eye contact points to 

faster detection of direct eye contact as a socially salient event to attend to, whereas faster 

maximum saccade velocities following mutual eye contact points to faster visual search 

following an important social eye-to-eye interaction. The current findings also provide some 

indirect evidence that by 4 months of age, infant rhesus macaques may be able to begin 

developing some unsophisticated understanding of attention or perception in others and not 

simply co-orient with conspecifics in a more egocentric and reflexive manner. Indeed, these 

developmental changes by 4 months coincide with the onset of weaning.  Beginning around 4 

months of age, mothers begin to wean their infants by resisting attempts of feeding (Fooden, 

2000), and infants begin to explore their surroundings off their mothers and seek out attention 

from aunts and other familial members (Hinde & Spencer-Booth, 1967; Rowell et al., 1964). 

Additionally, 4 months marks affective changes and the emergence of fear grimace into the 

infants’ behavioral repertoire (Suomi, 1984). Given that direct eye contact in rhesus macaques 

increases gestural display and socially appeasing behaviors (Linnankoski et al., 1993; Emery et 

al., 1997), the combined changes in affective fear grimace displays and increased exploration of 

social environments suggest that the 4 month time point in rhesus macaques represents a critical 

developmental period for becoming self-aware of the social contingencies surrounding the 
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infants, and a need for directing attention in a socially relevant manner rather than responding 

more reflexively.

Neural basis of socially-directed attention:

The neural networks supporting the neonatal development of mutual eye gaze and gaze 

following are currently poorly understood. Neuroanatomical studies and more recent 

neuroimaging studies in monkeys have shown that within the first 6 months of infancy for rhesus

macaques, there is substantial development and maturation of cortical visual systems and 

affective neural networks that help support perception of social cues and social attention and 

gaze monitoring (Kovacs-Balint et al., 2018, see Chapter 3). Growing evidence tends to support 

the view that the early emergence of infant primates to prefer looking at the eyes and to initiate 

mutual eye gaze involves the early maturation of a subcortical network, including the amygdala. 

Specifically, the subcortical network may provide infants with a reflexive behavioral mechanism 

to direct attention to social cues that is separate from an understanding of mutual gaze as a 

communicative signal (see for review, Johnson 2005). Indeed, developmental neurobehavioral 

studies in infant rhesus macaques have shown that neonatal insults to the amygdala before 2 

weeks age yield decreased mother-infant mutual gaze and an inability to establish a preference 

for their mothers over unfamiliar females (Bauman et al., 2004), and reduced contacts towards 

the mothers (Goursaud et al., 2014). Similarly, Raper and colleagues (2014) showed subtle 

alterations in infant-mother interactions following neonatal amygdala lesions, further 

highlighting the importance of the amygdala in the development of early social skills, including 

social-visual engagement. Developmentally, there are specific regional volumetric increases 

within the lateral, basal, and accessory basal nuclei of the amygdala that are due to increased 
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interconnectivity with neocortical areas occuring between 3-4 months of age (Chareyron et al., 

2012). Recent studies have also shown that the functional connectivity between cortical area TE 

and the amygdala increases steadily during the first 3 months of age (Kovacs-Balint et al., 2018).

In this study, we do see significant increases in both mutual eye contact engagement and 

increases in visual detection of mutual eye contact (i.e., increase maximum saccade velocities) 

occuring at 4 months, coinciding with these regional volumetric changes and changes in 

functional connectivity in the amygdala.

In adults, cortical areas in the anterior portion of the ventral visual stream (TEO, TE) 

have been shown to be critically important for evaluating face identity and facial expressions in 

rhesus macaques (Gothard et al., 2007; Hoffman et al., 2007; Mosher et al., 2010). Additionally, 

attention to eye gaze direction and gaze following in humans is known to activate cortical areas 

within the ventral motion pathway along superior temporal sulcus (STS), and the STS is 

crucially important for evaluating social context of gaze shift (Puce et al., 2003; Puce and Perrett,

2003; Pelphrey et al., 2003, 2004). A recent functional neuroimaging has highlighted the 

importance of the STS in actively follow the eye-gaze of a conspecific (Kamphuis et al., 2009). 

However, these cortical areas in the ventral visual pathway and ventral motion pathway are not 

fully developed at birth. It is believed that as these cortical visual systems develop, infant social 

attention moves away from a reflexive model as volitional attention towards socially relevant 

information develops (see for review, Johnson 2005).

There are progressive developments between area TE and STS as well as between 

extrastriate cortex and the parietal zones responsible for the emergence of voluntarily directing 

visual attention  until around 6 months of age, coinciding with the latter rise in the number of 

gaze following instances suggesting a role in volitional attentional networks in gaze following 
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(Rodman & Consuelos, 1994). Additional support for this proposal comes from our DTI study on

the infant monkeys of the present study indicating an increase in fractional anisotropy (FA, i.e. 

increase myelination) around 4 months of age between parietal areas and the frontal eye field 

region of the prefrontal cortex responsible for monitoring saccadic eye movements and around 5-

6 months between areas within the superior temporal sulcus responsible for the detection of gaze 

motion (Wang et al., 2019, in preparation, see chapter 3).

Although the present results indicate an interesting parallel between developmental 

trajectories of mutual gaze and gaze following abilities during the first six months of age in 

monkeys and the progressive maturation of cortical visual and attentional networks, they also 

point to some limitations. In particular, stimuli that would elicit infant reactivity and/or body 

movements were avoided because our methodological approach allowed for the infant to freely 

move around the testing apparatus. Thus, only stimuli of neutral facial expression were used. 

Additionally, these stimuli were filmed at a close-up camera angle which removed contextual 

information about the surroundings of the video monkey that may be necessary for the social 

processing of meaningful person-object-person triadic interactions, facilitating gaze following. In

order to overcome these study limitations, further studies should be conducted using both stimuli

featuring varying facial expressions and those that contain more of the surrounding environment 

to establish contextual information. 

Summary:

Ultimately, our main findings are consistent with previous studies of gaze following in 

NHPs with the use of eye tracking methodologies in semi-free ranging rhesus macaques, 

showing an early emergence of mutual gaze followed several months later by increase in gaze 
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following instances around 6 months of age. Through leveraging the benefits of laboratory eye-

tracking methodologies while keeping the infants in a rich and complex social environment, we 

also found increases in maximum saccade velocities, suggesting the continued development of 

socially guided behaviors at 4 months of age.

When comparing these developmental shifts in gaze following skills between human and 

NHP, there does appear to be some degrees of similarity in developmental milestones that 

suggest some phylogenetic conservation of these basic social cognitive abilities. Although 

human newborns are sensitive to eye contact, they do not appear to have any social expectations 

behind mother-infant face-face interaction (Rochat & Striano, 1999; Lavelli & Fogel, 2005). 

Contextually driven gaze following emerges relatively early in development at around 6 months 

in human infants (Gredeback et al., 2018; D’Entremont et al., 1997), which should coincide with 

a similar emergence of a contextually driven gaze following between 1 and 2 months in NHPs. 

Intriguingly, the NHP data actually showed a decrease in gaze following instances at 2 months. 

These developmental shifts in gaze following in the monkeys could suggest more contextually 

driven, reflexive, gaze following present at 1 month that is then diminished as more elaborate 

volitional social cognitive abilities develop and functionally come online later. Finally, socially 

meaningful gaze following in triadic person-object-person interactions has a more prolonged 

development emerging at about 12 months in human infants (Carpenter et al., 1998; Tomasello et

al., 2005; Csibra et al., 2010). We were unable to measure these instances as our stimuli did not 

include referencing objects, but we do see significant changes in gaze monitoring occurring at 3 

months in this study and increases in maximum saccade velocities at 4 months that suggest a 

similar increase in the social saliency of mutual gaze that increases aspects of visual search 

behavior (i.e., saccade velocities). The present findings together with previous developmental 
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NHP data, showed that gaze following in NHPs emerges later in development compared to 

humans (6 months in NHPs being approximately similar to 24 months in humans). This species 

differences may be due to the added importance of gaze following in language development for 

humans (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005). Still, even with such differences in developmental timing, 

NHP studies are still invaluable to further our understanding of the neural basis underlying the 

development of gaze following skills.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Operationalization of gaze following

Caption for Figure 1: Example of consecutive video frames from one of the stimuli. In all stimuli, a 

single close-up monkey was shown of various ages and of both sexes. Gaze following occurred when (A) 

the video monkey first made direct eye contact to the camera. A region of interest encompassing the eyes 

were used to detect if the subject infant made a fixation establishing mutual eye contact. Following, (B) 

the direction of the video monkey’s attention was coded, and saccades were considered gaze following if 

the saccade path followed was within the video monkey’s attention.
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Figure 2: Example of saccade directions following mutual eye contact

Caption for Figure 2: An example plot showing directions for all saccades following mutual eye contact 

engagement at the first month across all monkeys. All angles are adjusted so that 0° indicates the 

direction of the movie monkey’s attention. For each clip, a percentage was calculated of all saccades 

falling within ±30° with respect to all available saccades following mutual eye contact.
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Figure 3: Development of mutual eye contact and gaze following

Caption for Figure 3: (A) The percentage of mutual gaze cues during which infants engaged in mutual 

eye contact (mean ± sem). (B) From the instances in which mutual eye contact is established between the 

movie monkey and infant monkey, the percentage of gaze following events during which the infant would

shift attention in the same direction as the movie monkey (mean ± sem). A summary statistical pairwise 

comparisons can be seen in Table 2 for mutual eye contact and Table 3 for gaze following.
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Figure 4: Changes in saccade velocities

Figure 4: The maximum saccade velocities (in ° visual angle/second, mean ± sem) both (a) before and 

(b) after engaging in mutual eye contact, separated by whether the mutual eye contact resulted in gaze 

following (teal) or not (orange). Significant indicators indicate p < 0.05 from t-tests of adjacent months in 

development. There is a significant increase in maximum saccade velocities between months 3 and 4 both

before and after engaging in mutual eye contact. This increase is only apparent when the mutual eye 

contact resulted in gaze following (saccade velocities after eye fixation).
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Table 1: Summary of data collection

Caption for Table 1: A summary of the amount of data collected from infants at each testing 

session. There is a large degree of variation in the number of clips infants payed attention to at 

each session, as seen in the large standard deviation in the number of gaze instances viewed.
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Table 2: Statistical summary for mutual eye contact

Caption for Table 2: A summary of statistical analysis for mutual eye contact (ANOVA, Tukey 

HSD, and descriptive statistics). An ANOVA with using linear mixed-effect models yielded a 

significant effect of Age on mutual eye contact. Post-hoc Tukey HSD test showed a significant 

increase from Month 5 to Month 6, at which it is also significantly higher than Month 1 and 2. 

There was trending increase at Months 3, with fairly high effect size.
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Table 3: Statistical summary for gaze following

Caption for Table 3: A summary of statistical analysis for gaze following (ANOVA, Tukey 

HSD, and descriptive statistics). An ANOVA with using linear mixed-effect models yielded a 

significant effect of Age on gaze following. Post-hoc Tukey HSD test showed several changes 

trending towards significance with very high effect sizes. There was an initially high degree of 

gaze following at Month 1 that decreases at Month 2. The gaze following at Month 6 was 

substantially higher than Months 2-5. 
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Table 4: Statistical summary for saccade velocities
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Caption for Table 4: A summary of statistical analysis for maximum saccade velocities 

(ANOVA, Tukey HSD, and descriptive statistics). Both BEFORE and AFTER establishing 

mutual eye contact, Age showed had a significant effect on saccade velocities, however there 

was no effect of gaze following or interaction of the two variables. Posthoc Tukey HSD showed 

a significant increase in maximum velocities from Month 3 to Month 4 both before and after 

mutual eye gaze. For saccades following mutual eye contact, saccade velocities continued to 

increase from Month 4 to 5.
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Abstract

The underlying neurodevelopmental processes that support the development of social behaviors 

in infancy are not well understood. Here, we studied developmental changes in the neural 

pathways underlying visual social engagement in the translational rhesus macaque model and 

correlated these changes with developmental trajectories of social-visual behavior (i.e., changes 

in attention to the faces of others, mutual eye contact, and gaze following). Changes in the 

structural connectivity along the ventral object and motion pathways and the dorsal 

attention/visuo-spatial pathway were studied longitudinally using DTI in infant rhesus macaques,

from birth until 6 months. The same infants were used in studies of the development of social-

visual engagement longitudinally using eye-tracking methodologies during the same time period.

Our results revealed that (1) maturation along the cortical visual pathways extended throughout 

the first 6 months with continual changes in FA and MD; (2) robust changes in streamline count 

plateaued between 8 and 12 weeks in each cortical pathways; and (3) moderate to strong 

correlations between DTI measures and behavioral measures. Our findings suggest that visual 

pathways in infant macaques undergo extensive changes in WM properties in the first 6 months, 

and that the measured changes along these cortical visual pathways support the development of 

social-visual engagement in infants.

Keywords

Macaque, Infant Development, Social Visual Engagement, Gaze Following
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 Research examining the precursors of human social abilities during early infancy has 

significantly increased in the last few years, yet our understanding of the early neural changes 

that underlie these behavioral changes remains limited. Work in this area is important not only 

for testing theories of typical social development, but also for identifying new ways to study the 

neural mechanisms underlying the emergence of social and communication difficulties in infants 

who develop social maladaptation, such as infants with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD, Klin 

et al., 2015). The main limitations in this field of research relates to the difficulty of gaining 

neuroimaging of the brain of human babies and of acquiring densely-sampled longitudinal brain-

behavior relationship across development. Thus, knowledge in this domain must emerge from 

translational research examining both human populations and animal models. Rodent models 

offer suitable and robust models for many human neurodevelopmental disorders since they 

display a large variety of social behaviors (Homberg et al. 2016) and their genes can be 

manipulated to examine the genetic bases of social behavior. However, rodent models also have 

inherent limitations in that their social repertoire, especially in early infancy, are limited 

compared to those of primates. Non-human primates (NHP), in contrast, have great degree of 

similarity to humans (1) in genetic composition and physiology, (2) in the rich and complex 

social structure in which they develop and navigate, and (3) in brain development (Dettmer et al.,

2014). Recent developmental studies in rhesus monkeys have shown that early developing social 

skills are phylogenetically well conserved. Thus, as human infants, infant rhesus monkeys 

display preferences to faces in the first week of life (Parr et al., 2016) and engage in complex 

face-to-face interactions including bouts of mutual gaze (Ferrari et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2019a, 

in preparation, see chapter 1) and gaze following skills (Tomasello et al., 2001; Ferrari et al., 

2000; Teufel et al., 2010; Rosati et a., 2016; Wang et al., 2019b, in preparation, see chapter 2). 
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These few studies have critically furthered our understanding of the developmental trajectories of

early social skills although they provided very little information on the neural networks 

supporting these cognitive functions. 

It has been proposed that early attraction to faces at birth may be driven by a subcortical 

system, including the superior colliculus, pulvinar, and amygdala that is activated by the 

visual/sensory properties present in faces. In the following months after birth, this system 

appears to give way to a more cortically mediated system (Johnson, 2005; Morton & Johnson, 

1991) that becomes strengthened with experience due to both regressive (synaptic pruning) and 

progressive (synaptogenesis/ myelination) events that increase the efficiency with which relevant

and frequently encountered information is processed (de Haan, Humphreys, & Johnson, 2002; 

Lourenco & Casey, 2013; Morton & Johnson, 1991; Scott, Pascalis, & Nelson, 2007). This 

cortical system directs attention to faces and includes three parallels visual stream processing 

pathways: the ventral temporal pathway mediating object perception, such as face and identity 

perception and facial expression, discrimination and recognition (Ungerleider and Bell, 2011), 

the motion pathway along the superior temporal sulcus (STS) mediating body, facial and eye 

motion perception (Baylis et al., 1987; Boussaoud et al., 1990; Furl et al., 2012), and the dorsal 

cortical pathway in the dorsal parietal areas mediating visuo-spatial processing and spatial 

attention (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Dickinson et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2010). Functional 

neuroimaging studies in infant rhesus macaques viewing faces have shown a robust early 

activation of the lateral geniculate nucleus as early as 1 week of age, suggesting an early reliance

on subcortical visual processing (Livingstone et al., 2017; Arcaro & Livingstone, 2017, Arcaro et

al., 2017). In addition, sharp increase in amygdala volume, most likely resulting from increased 

interconnectivity of the amygdala with neocortical areas, occurs within the first six weeks of age 
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in monkeys (Payne et al., 2010; Chareyon et al., 2012) and may help tag perceptual face 

processing with emotional content of a face. The visual cortical pathways by contrast seem to 

have a more protracted maturation. Earlier histological and electrophysiological studies in infant 

monkeys have shown that cortical areas along these three visual streams mature progressively 

during the first 4 months, from the most posterior towards the most anterior cortical areas

(Rodman et al., 1991; Webster et al., 1991; Distler et al., 1996). Recent blood-volume fMRI 

studies in infant monkeys have revealed the presence of a retinotopic proto-organization of the 

visual system as early as 1 month of age that preceded the face-patch system as early as 1 month 

of age and that provides the scaffolding for the subsequent development of visual face processing

cortical areas through experiences with faces (Livingston et al, 2017; Arcaro et al., 2017, Arcaro 

& Livingstone, 2017). Yet, because behavioral measures of face processing abilities were limited

to face preferences versus objects and neuroimaging data included only cortical areas within the 

visual temporal pathways, the data can tell us very little on the maturation of the motion and 

attention pathways involved in the development of mutual eye gaze and gaze following.  

The goal of the present study was to obtain addition information on the early maturational

trajectories of the three visual cortical processing streams in infant rhesus monkeys using 

neuroimaging tools.  The study was performed on a group of infants that were reared with their 

mothers in large social groups. These infants were longitudinally tested from 1 week to 6 months

and showed developmental behavioral shifts on their preferences from looking at conspecific 

faces versus heterospecific faces (Parr et al., 2016), looking at averted versus direct faces 

(Muschinski et al., 2016), on the attention to the eye-regions of conspecifics (Wang et al., 2019, 

in preparation see chapter 1), and on the emergence of gaze following skills (Wang et al., 2019, 

see chapter 2). To achieve our goal of understanding the early infant development of the three 
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visual cortical streams, infant macaques were scanned longitudinally from 2 weeks to 6 months 

to obtain structural magnetic resonance imaging scans (sMRI) for volumetric analyses, resting 

state functional magnetic imaging (rsFMRI) scans for functional connectivity (FC) analyses, and 

diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) scans for anatomical connectivity analyses. We have recently 

reported preliminary findings on FC between cortical areas within the three visual cortical 

pathways indicating stronger FC between the most posterior cortical areas of the three visual 

cortical streams than in the more anterior cortical areas with age, and FC between the anterior 

portion of ventral visual stream and the amygdala increased progressively in the first 12 weeks of

age (Kovatz-Balint et al., 2018). 

In the current study, DTI was used to examine developmental changes in infant rhesus 

macaque monkeys by measuring changes in white matter microstructure between cortical regions

along each of the three pathways, based on DTI measures of fractional anisotropy (FA), mean 

diffusivity (MD) and streamline count. Since behavioral and neural data were obtained on the 

same animals and at similar time points, this allowed us to make direct correlations between the 

behavioral and neural findings. To our knowledge, this is the first systematic DTI study of visual 

cortical pathway in the nonhuman primate from birth to six months.

Methods

Fifteen mother-reared, socially housed male monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were studied. Both 

mother and infant lived in social compounds with over 100 individuals, preserving critical 

aspects of the social environment of native rhesus monkey groups (Berard, 1989; Lovejoy & 

Wallen, 1988; Wallen, 2005). All infants were estimated full-term (>450g), and mothers were all

mid-ranking and multiparous. The infants were studied as part of a larger project studying the 
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development of social-visual attention using eye-tracking methodologies. All procedures were 

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Emory University 

and followed the American Psychological Association standards for the ethical treatment of 

animals. 

Structural MRI and DTI Image Acquisition

Neuroimaging data were collected from infants longitudinally at weeks 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 

24; see Table 1 for a detailed breakdown of detailed distribution of age at each time point. 

Infants with their mother were removed from their social groups and transported from Yerkes 

Field Station (Lawrenceville, GA) to theYerkes National Primate Research Imaging Center 

(Emory University, Atlanta, GA) on the day of the scan. Scans were acquired in a single session, 

including T1- and T2-weighted structural scans and DTI scans. Animals were scanned supine in 

the same orientation through placement and immobilization of the head in a custom-made head 

holder via ear bars and mouthpiece. A vitamin E capsule was placed on the right temple to mark 

the right side of the brain. Following initial telazol induction (2.89 ± 0.60 mg/kg BW) and 

intubation to minimize motion artifacts, scans were collected under anesthesia kept at the lowest 

possible level (isoflurane 0.8-1%). Physiological parameters were monitored using an oximeter, 

ECG, rectal thermistor, and blood pressure monitor. An i.v. catheter was used to administer 

dextrose/NaCl (0.45%) to maintain normal hydration, and MRI-compatible heating pad helped 

maintain the animals’ body temperature. Upon completion of the scans and full recovery from 

anesthesia, infants were returned to their mother and the pairs returned to their social group the 

following day.
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Scans were acquired using a 3T Siemens Magnetom Trio Tim system scanner (Siemens 

Med. Sol., Malvern, PA, USA), and an 8-channel phase array coil. T1-weighted structural scans 

were acquired for registration of DTI scans using a 3D magnetization prepared rapid gradient 

echo (3D-MPRAGE) sequence (voxel size = 0.5x0.5x0.5 mm3, TI/TR/TE = 950/3000/3.48 ms, 8 

averages, GRAPPA, R=2). T2-weighted scans were collected in the same direction as the T1 to 

aid with the delineation of anatomical borders of regions of interest by improving GM/WM/CSF 

borders and segmentations (voxel size = 0.5x0.5x0.5 mm3, TR/TE = 3200/373 ms, 3 averages, 

GRAPPA, R=2). DTI scans were obtained using a single-shot double spin-echo diffusion-

weighted EPI sequence (voxel = 1.3x1.3x1.3 mm3, TR/TE 5000/86 ms, b:0, 1000 s/mm2, 128 

directions, 10 averages, GRAPPA, R=3). 

DTI Data Processing

Image pre-processing (e.g. artifact correction), tensor reconstruction and streamline 

reconstruction were performed using FSL (FMRIB, Oxford, UK). After images were quality 

controlled using DTI Prep (Oguz et al., 2014), diffusion tensors models were fitted using ‘dtifit’ 

(FSL) with remaining volumes to generate FA and MD values for each infant. 

T1-weighted rhesus infant brain structural MRI atlases developed in-house at YNPRC 

(Shi et al., 2017) were used for regions of interests (ROIs) creation and propagation, these infant 

atlases were previously registered to the 112RM_SL atlas in F99 space (McLaren et al., 2009; 

2010) and to  templates of scans acquired longitudinally at 2, 12, and 24 weeks of age on 40 

infant rhesus macaque monkeys from the YNPRC social colony, balanced by sex and social 

rank. First, individual T1-weighted structural images were transformed to conform to these age-

specific infant atlases using nonlinear registration methods (FNIRT). Based on best match of 
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neuroanatomical characteristics, the earliest scans (2, 4 weeks) were registered to the 2 weeks 

atlas, later scans (8, 12, 16 weeks) were registered to the 12 weeks atlas, and the latest scans (20, 

24 weeks) were registered to the 24-week atlas. Regions of interests (ROIs) were drawn within 

atlas space and inverse-transformed back into each individual T1-weighted structural space 

where it was manually inspected and finally transformed using affine matrixes between 

individual T1-weighted structural images to images from the diffusion weighted imaging (DWI).

Pathway specific ROI-ROI streamlines were then reconstructed. First local diffusion 

orientation distribution functions (dODFs) of principal, secondary and tertiary fibers were 

estimated using the ‘bedpostx’ function in FSL. Next, ROI-ROI streamlines were generated from

the dODFs using ‘probtrackx’ for each pathway of interest. These streamlines were then 

normalized based upon waytotal values and seed ROI size (in pixels), and individually 

thresholded between 2 and 6 x 10-6 to generate masks of ROI-ROI pathways. These masks were 

then used to calculate mean FA and MD with the tensor models previously generated by ‘dtifit’ 

along each ROI-ROI pathway.

Fractional anisotropy (FA) is a local metric derived from water molecules confined 

within an image and is modulated by intra-voxel orientation dispersion, myelination, and packing

density. DTI measures is currently the only method of mapping changes in white matter (WM) 

architecture in vivo. Specifically, DTI data are modeled by a diffusion tensor and used to 

reconstruct the trajectories of WM tracts using local, discrete estimates of fiber orientation (Mori

& van Zijl, 2002; Mori et al., 1999; Tournier et al., 2011), and measures can reflect changes in 

fiber diameter, fiber density, and myelination (Beaulieu, 2002). Generally, FA changes are 

believed to reflect changes in aspects important to connectivity, though it is best supported with 

other scalar metrics derived from DTI (Cohen & Assaf, 2002). Mean diffusivity (MD) is derived 
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from the three eigenvalues of reconstructed tensors and decreases can be due to a number of 

changes in WM microstructure, including higher density, stronger myelination, or loss of certain 

axonal fibers resulting in more coherent organization (synaptic pruning). Finally, streamline 

count is a derived through probabilistic tractography and provides an estimation of connectivity 

strength (i.e., number of axons).

Data Analysis

Data between adjacent cortical areas within each of the visual pathways were used to 

analyze ROI-ROI anatomical connectivity (See Figure 1). Developmental changes in ROI-ROI 

connectivity were statistically analyzed using ANOVA with a linear mixed-effect model; AGE 

and HEMISPHERE were used as factors and the monkey identity as grouping factors in R Studio

(Rstudio Inc, Boston, MA). When a main effect or interaction effect was detected, post-hoc 

analyses were conducted using Tukey HSD tests in R Studio. Significance level was set at p < 

0.05 and data are reported as means, across subjects ± SEM. In order to prevent failed 

convergence in the models, streamlines and mean MD were log-transformed.

To assess the correlations between the developmental changes in white matter 

microstructure with developmental shifts in behaviors (Attention to Eyes/Mouth, Mutual Eye 

Gaze, and Gaze Following), linear mixed-effect models were generated for each ROI-ROI 

pathway of interest. Mean FA, inverse MD, log-transformed streamline counts, and AGE were 

used as factors; the monkey identity was set as the grouping factor; and the behavioral measure 

(as reported in chapters 1 and 2, percentages) as the dependent variables. Because the behavioral 

measures were taken at a higher temporal resolution than neuroimaging scans, the middle-mean 

interpolation of the behavior was taken to correspond with the neuroimaging timeline (e.g. Week
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2 scan was a mean of weeks 1, 2, and 3 of behavioral measures; Week 8 scan was a mean of 

Weeks 7 and 9 behavioral measures). Correlation coefficients were calculated from these models

using a pseudo-R2 method developed for the analysis of linear mixed-effect models, reported as 

marginal R2 values (Nakagawa, Johnson, & Schielzeth, 2017). All analyses were conducted in R 

Studio.

Results

Ventral Object Pathway: Overall, maturational changes between cortical areas along the ventral 

object pathway can be seen for mean FA (Figure 2A), MD (Figure 2B) and streamline counts 

(Figure 2C). 

Connections between V4 and TEO (Figure 2, left column): As seen in Figure 1A, FA 

values increased progressively throughout development from Weeks 2 through 24 (F(6, 172) = 

13.24, p < 0.001), and were generally higher in the left hemisphere when compared to the right 

(F(1,172) = 52.25, p < 0.001). The interaction between AGE and HEMISPHERE was not 

significant (F(6, 172) = 0.59, p > 0.1). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that FA values at the 

last 2 time points were significantly higher than those at the first 2 time points (Week 2 vs 20: p 

< 0.001; Week 2 vs 24: p < 0.001; Week 4 vs 20: p < 0.005; Week 4 vs 24, p < 0.001) and there 

was a significant FA increase between time points from Week 4 to Week 8 (p = 0.049). 

Separated by HEMISPHERE, there was a significant difference between Weeks 2 and 24 in the 

Left hemisphere (p = 0.0445), but not the Right (p = 0.139). Weeks 4 and 24 in the Right 

hemisphere was trending towards significance (p = 0.0784). Finally, although the mean FA 

values were generally lower in the Right hemisphere across development, post-hoc analyses did 

not show any significant difference between Left and Right at a single time point.
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Correspondingly, this increase in FA values was associated with a progressive decrease in

MD values as reflected by a significant effect of AGE (F(6,172) = 526.12, p < 0.001, see Figure 

1B) with slightly higher values on the right hemisphere than on the left hemisphere (F(1,172) = 

4.96, p < 0.05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that MD values were significantly different 

from each other between all timepoints (p < 0.005 in all comparisons). However, when separated

by HEMISPHERE, the pattern of development showed slight changes. Both Left and Right 

hemispheres showed significant changes up until 12 weeks (p < 0.01 in all comparisons of 

adjacent time points in both Left and Right). However, after 12 weeks, the change was not 

significant to 16 weeks in either hemisphere (Left 12v16: p = 0.238; Right: p = 0.280). Week 24 

was still significantly lower than week 16 (Left: p = 0.00118; Right: p < 0.0001) in both 

hemispheres, though the Right hemisphere was the only one that showed a significant difference 

between Week 20 and Week 16 (Left: p = 0.497; Right: p = 0.0114). Finally, although the Left 

hemisphere had lower MD values overall, there were no significant pairwise difference at any 

single time point.

Streamline counts also increased from 2 weeks to 24 weeks (AGE: F(6,172) = 188.65, p 

< 0.001).  Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that the most significant increase in streamline 

counts was prior to 8 weeks; specifically, Weeks 2 and 4 had significantly fewer streamline 

counts than all other time points (p < 0.001 in all comparisons) and no significant differences 

between time points from 8 weeks onward. These comparisons remained similar when separated 

between Left and Right hemispheres. There was also a significant difference of streamline counts

between HEMISPHERE (F(1,172) = 17.28, p < 0.001) with the Left hemisphere having slightly 

less streamlines at each time point, though the post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed  no 

significant differences at any single time point. 
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Connections between TEO and TE (Figure 2, center column): FA values between these 

temporal cortical areas also varied according to AGE (F(6,373) = 25.90, p < 0.001) and 

HEMISPHERE (F(1,372)=114.47, p < 0.001). FA values between TEO-TE connections 

decreased in the first 12 weeks before increasing again from 16 to 24 weeks. Analyses of data 

from adjacent time points (Tukey HSD) revealed that the most significant decrease in FA was 

from Weeks 4 to 8 (p = 0.00633). The decrease in FA continues from Weeks 8 to 12, though not 

at significant levels (p = 0.0974). Thereafter, FA values significantly increased from 12 to 16 

weeks of age (p = 0.00336). Separated by HEMISPHERE, developmental changes remained 

relatively similar. Although there were no significant differences between adjacent time points 

within each hemisphere, Week 2 was significantly higher than Weeks 8 through 24 in both 

hemispheres (p < 0.001 in all comparisons in both hemispheres). Overall, the Left hemisphere 

had higher FA values than the Right across development, with pairwise comparisons reaching 

significant levels only at Weeks 4 (p = 0.0050), 16 (p = 0.0275), and 24 (p = 0.00097).

In contrast to the FA values, MD values decreased progressively and continuously across 

age and similarly for both hemispheres (AGE: F(6,372) = 961.77, p < 0.001, and 

HEMISPHERE: F(1,372) = 1.46, p > 0.1). This decrease in MD values was significant between 

each time point (p < 0.001 in all comparisons). Separated by HEMISPHERE, the development 

slowed slight differences between the Left and Right in the last 12 weeks. Specifically, the Left 

hemisphere showed no significant change from Weeks 12 to 16 (p = 0.106), or Weeks 20 to 24 

(p = 0.417), but a significant decrease from Weeks 16 to 20 (p = 0.00592). In contrast, the Right 

hemisphere did not show a significant decrease from Weeks 16 to 20 (p = 0.999), but instead 

showed significant decrease from Weeks 12 to 16 (p < 0.0001) and Weeks 20 to 24 (p = 0.0147).
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Streamline counts between TEO and TE increased with age (F(6,372) = 351.21, p < 

0.001) with the right hemisphere having more streamlines than the left (F(1, 372) = 4050.89, p < 

0.001). Additionally, the interaction between AGE and HEMISPHERE was significant (F(6, 

372) = 9.45, p < 0.001). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed a significant increase from Week 2 

until Week 12 (p < 0.001 in all comparisons), but no significant pairwise differences from Weeks

12 through 24. When separated by HEMISPHERE, the Right hemisphere showed significant 

changes up until Week 8, whereas the Left hemisphere showed a more prolonged development, 

increasing up until 12 weeks before leveling off (Weeks 8-12, Left: p < 0.001; Right: p = 0.843). 

Pairwise comparisons between the two hemispheres were significant at all time points (p < 0.001

in all comparisons).

Connections between TE and Amygdala (Figure 2, right column): Mean FA values for 

the TE-amygdala connections showed a significant developmental shift similar in both 

hemispheres as revealed by a significant effect of AGE (F(6,372) = 19.91, p < 0.001) and 

HEMISPHERE (F(1,372) = 16.15, p < 0.001). The interaction between AGE and HEMISPHERE

was not significant, but certainly trending towards significance (F(6, 372) = 2.12, p = 0.0501). 

Following an initial decrease in FA values from Weeks 2 to 4 (p < 0.001), there were slight, but 

not significant, increases in FA from Week 8 onward. Thus, post-hoc analyses revealed that 

Week 2 had the highest FA values than any other time points (p < 0.05 in all comparisons). 

When looking at each HEMISPHERE separately, both showed a significant decrease from Week

2 to Week 4 (Left: p = 0.00021; Right: p = 0.0037). In addition, the interaction indicates that the 

left hemisphere showed lower FA values from Weeks 2 to 4, and this pattern reversed (e.g. 

higher FA values than the right) starting at about 8 weeks. This is reflected by the fact that, 

although FA values at Week 2 were significantly higher than at all other time points in the Right 
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hemisphere (p < 0.0001 in all comparisons), within the Left hemisphere FA values increased 

such that the difference between Weeks 2 and 24 was no longer not significant (p = 0.248).

MD values between TE and Amygdala decreased progressively across age (F(6, 373) = 

681.06, p < 0.001) with the right hemisphere having slightly, but not significantly, higher values 

than the left (F(1, 372) = 3.14, p = 0.0771). There was also an interaction of both variables (F(6, 

372) = 2.72, p < .05). All values were significant from each other in the post-hoc analyses, 

except for no significant changes from Weeks 12 – 16 (p = 0.280) and Weeks 20 – 24 (p = 

0.317). Within the individual hemispheres, however, both Weeks 12 – 16 and 20 – 24 had 

significant decreases in the Right hemisphere (12v16: p = 0.00789; 20v24: p = 0.000683), but 

not in the Left (12v16: p = 0.998; 20v24: p = 0.999). In contrast, the Left hemisphere decreased 

from Weeks 16 – 20, but the Right hemisphere did not (Left: p = 0.00315; Right: p = 0.982). 

Generally, the Left hemisphere had lower MD values across development, though pairwise 

comparisons did not reveal any significant differences at any single time point.

Finally, streamline counts from TE to the amygdala increased significantly across AGE 

(F(6, 373) = 143.65, p < 0.001), and were higher in  right HEMISPHERE (F(1, 372) = 380.60, p 

< 0.001).  The interactions between the two factors also reached significance (F(6, 372) = 4.99, p

< .001). Post-hoc analyses showed a significant increase from Week 2 until Week 8 (p < 0.01 in 

all comparisons), and then no significant increases after 8 weeks of age. These changes were 

reflected in both the Right and Left hemispheres. The Left hemisphere, however, showed 

continual development with streamline counts increasing throughout development with a 

significant difference between Weeks 8 and 24 (p = 0.00370) that was not present in the Right 

hemisphere (p = 0.843). Finally, the Right hemisphere had significantly more streamlines than 

the Left at all time points (p < 0.001 in all comparisons).
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Ventral Motion Pathway: Maturational changes between cortical areas along the ventral motion 

pathway can be seen for mean FA (Figure 3A), MD (Figure 3B) and streamline counts (Figure 

3C).

Connection between V4 and MT (Figure 3, left column): Mean FA values seem to 

slightly increase in the later ages as reflected by a significant effect of AGE (F(6, 172) = 6.54, p 

< 0.001) with higher FA values in the left hemisphere than the right (HEMISPHERE: F(1, 172) 

= 104.66, p < .001). Post-hoc analyses showed total pairwise differences between Weeks 4 to 24 

(p = 0.0296) and between 12 and 24 (p = 0.0158). Within each hemisphere, however, there were 

no significant pairwise difference between age groups. At 8 weeks, the Left hemisphere had 

significantly higher FA than the Right (p = 0.00589), though this difference disappeared at 12 

weeks.

There was a progressive and continuous decrease in MD, with significant effects of both 

AGE (F(6, 172) = 508.85, p < 0.001) and HEMISPHERE (F(1, 172) = 7.86, p < 0.01). Post-hoc 

Tukey HSD tests showed that MD values decrease was significantly different between each time 

points (p < 0.001 in all comparisons). Separated by HEMISPHERE, however, the MD decrease 

ceases to be significant at 12 weeks in both Left and Right, with the Right hemisphere showing 

another decrease from 20 week to 24 weeks (p = 0.0184) that 

was not present in the Left (p = 0.376), suggesting that changes in the Right hemisphere is 

driving the overall MD decreases in this pathway.

Similar to both FA and MD values, streamline counts showed significant effects of AGE 

(F(6, 172) = 188.65, p < .001) and HEMISPHERE (F(1, 172) = 17.28, p < .001), with higher 
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counts in the right hemisphere than the left. Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that the most 

significant increases in streamline counts occurred in the first 4 weeks, with Weeks 2 and 4 being

significantly different from each other and between all other time points (p < 0.001 in all 

comparisons). These changes were the same when analyzing each hemisphere separately. The 

Left hemisphere had fewer streamlines overall throughout development, though post-hoc 

pairwise comparisons did not show any significant difference at any given time point.

Connection between MT and MST (Figue 3, center column): Mean FA values showed a 

significant effect of AGE (F(6, 117) = 3.04, p < .01) and of HEMISPHERE (F(1, 116) = 7.12, p 

< 0.01). FA values remained relatively stable in the first few weeks with a slight dip at 12 weeks 

followed by a slight but progressive increase between Weeks 12 and 24. Tukey HSD tests 

showed that Week 12 was the lowest mean FA with significantly lower values than Week 4 (p = 

0.017) and Week 24 (p = 0.024). The Right hemisphere had lower FA values than the left, but 

pairwise comparisons at each time point did not yield any significant results.

Mean MD values showed a significant effect of AGE (F(6, 172) = 538.70, p < .001), but 

no significant effect of HEMISPHERE (F(1, 172) = 0.42, p > 0.1).  Post-hoc analyses revealed a 

significant and steeper decrease from 2 weeks through 12 weeks, followed by a shallower 

decrease from 12 weeks to 24 weeks, with each time point being significantly different from 

each other (p < 0.001 in all comparisons). When separated by HEMISPHERE, both Left and 

Right hemispheres showed significant decreases up until 12 weeks, but the pairwise comparisons

between adjacent months were not significant thereafter. However, there was evidence of 

progressive decreases in MD values, as MD values in Week 24 was significantly lower than in 

Week 12 (Right: p < 0.0001; Left: p < 0.0001).
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Lastly, the effects of AGE (F(6, 173) = 87.62, p < 0.001) and HEMISPHERE (F(1, 172) 

= 115.80, p < 0.001) were both significant for streamline counts. Post-hoc comparisons showed 

that there was a significant increase in streamline counts until Week 8 (p < 0.005 in all 

comparisons) with no further significant changes thereafter. These changes were similarly 

reflected when analyzing each hemisphere separately in the post-hoc comparisons. Although the 

Right hemisphere had lower streamline counts compared to the Left, post-hoc comparisons did 

not show any significant hemispheric difference at any time point.

Connection between MST and FST: FA values for connections between MST-FST 

indicate significant differences with AGE (F(6, 172) = 44.18, p < .001) and HEMISPHERE (F(1,

172) = 29.09, p < .001).  This increase was steeper between Week 2 and Week 8 (p < 0.001 in all

comparisons) but continues thereafter, with a significant increase from Week 8 to Week 24 (p = 

0.041). Post-hoc analyses of each hemisphere separately showed a significant increase for 4 to 8 

weeks in the Left (p = 0.049), but not in the right (p = 0.159). However, both hemispheres 

showed an increase from Week 2 and Week 8 (Left: p = 0.00203; Right: p = 0.000278). 

Although the Right hemisphere had higher FA values than the Left, the post-hoc analyses did not

reveal any significant hemispheric difference at each time point. 

Mean MD values showed a significant effect of AGE (F(6, 172) = 854.43, p < .001) and 

of HEMISPHERE (F(1, 172) = 9.75, p < .01). Similar to the other two connections along this 

pathway, post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed a significant decrease from one time point to the 

next, with all time points being significantly different from each other (p < 0.001 in all 

comparisons). When analyzing the hemispheres separately post-hoc, there were slight differences

in the development of the Right and Left hemispheres. Specifically, the Left hemisphere has 

significant decreases until 12 weeks, but no other significance differences between adjacent time 
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points, though overall the decrease from 12 to 24 weeks was significant (p < 0.0001). In contrast,

the Right hemisphere, MD values continued to decrease from Week S12 to 16 (p = 0.00535) and 

from Week 20 to 24 (p = 0.0355).

Lastly, streamline counts showed significant effects of AGE (F(6, 173) = 117.32, p 

< .001) and HEMISPHERE (F(1, 172) = 138.12, p < .001). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests indicated 

significant increase in streamline counts from Week 2 until Week 8 (p < 0.001 in all 

comparisons) but remained relatively stable with one last significant increase from Weeks 16 to 

20 (p = 0.00941). When the HEMISPHERES were analyzed separately, there was a similar 

increase in streamline counts from Week 2s until 8 (p < 0.001 in all comparisons in both 

hemispheres), but no significant increases thereafter. The Left hemisphere had higher streamline 

counts than the Right overall. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed that this difference became

significant at 12 weeks and continued until the last time point (Week 12: p = 0.0128; Week 16: p 

= 0.0268; Week 20: p = 0.000220; Week 24: p = 0.0127).

Dorsal Attention/Visujo-Spatial Pathway: Overall, developmental changes between cortical areas

along the dorsal attention/visuo-spatial pathway can be seen for mean FA (Figure 4A), MD 

(Figure 4B) and streamline counts (Figure 4C).

Connection between V4 and LIP (Figure 4, left column): There was a general significant 

increase in FA throughout development (AGE: F(6, 372) = 31.23, p < .001), with higher FA 

values in the left hemisphere than in the right hemisphere (HEMISPHERE:F(1, 372) = 99.62, p <

.001).  Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests revealed significant increase in mean FA from Week 4 to 

Week 8 (p < 0.001), followed by a significant decrease from Week 8 to Week 12 (p=0.0370) and
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a second gradual and significant increase from Week 12 to Week 24 (Weeks 12 vs 20: p < 0.001;

12 vs 24: p < 0.001). Separated out by HEMISPHERE, the Left hemisphere showed significant 

pairwise differences between Week 2 and Weeks 8, 20, and 24 (2v8: p = 00670; 2v20: 0.00085; 

2v24: p < 0.0001), between Week 4 and Weeks 8 and 24 (4v8: p = 0.0330; 4v24: 0.00040), and 

between Weeks 12 and 24 (p = 0.0304). In the Right hemisphere, there were similar differences 

between Weeks 2 and 4 between Weeks 20 and 24 (2v20: p = 0.0002; 2v24: p = 0.0003; 4v20: p 

= 0.0002; 4v24: p = 0.0004). Although the Right hemisphere had generally lower FA values than

the Left, the only point at which Left was significantly different from Right was at Week 8 (p = 

0.00448).

There was a corresponding and continuous decrease in MD values across age (F(6, 372) 

= 1188.02, p < 0.001) with higher values in the right hemisphere than in the left  (F(1, 372) = 

9.01, p < 0.01).  The interaction between AGE and HEMISPHERE also reached significance 

(F(6, 372) = 2.94, p = < 0.01).  Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that MD values decrease was 

significantly different between each time points (p < 0.001 in all comparisons), and similarly 

within both Right and Left hemisphere each time point was significantly different from each 

other (p < 0.001), with the exception of Week 16 to Week 20 in the Right hemisphere (p = 

0.752). There were no significant differences between Left and Right hemispheres at each time 

point, though the Left had generally lower MD values, with a trending towards significant 

change at 20 weeks (p = 0.0692).

Finally, streamline counts at V4-LIP significantly increased with  AGE (F(6, 372) = 

407.71, p < .001), with slightly greater increase for the right than the left HEMISPHERE (F(1, 

372) = 37.38, p < .001), especially at Week 8 and Week 18 (AGE and HEMISPHERE: F(6, 372) 

= 2.71, p < 0.0138). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that for both hemispheres, the most 
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significant increases in streamline count occurred in the first 8 weeks (p < 0.001 in all 

comparisons). Following 8 weeks, streamline count remains stable until another decrease from 

Weeks 12 to 16 (p = 0.0045) for the Left hemisphere only. The Left hemisphere had generally 

lower streamline counts but was not significantly different from the right at any single time 

point.

Connection between LIP and FEF (Figure 4, right column): Mean FA values at LIP-FEF 

also increased throughout development (AGE: F(6, 373) = 90.07, p < 0.001) with higher values 

in the right than the left hemispheres (HEMISPHERE: F(1, 372) = 38.97, p < 0.001). Post-hoc 

analyses revealed that the most steeper increase in FA occurred from Weeks 4 to 8 (p < 0.001), 

with a second increase from Weeks 12 to 16 (p = 0.0120) that continued to gradually increase 

(Weeks 12 vs 20: p < 0.001; 12 vs 24: p < 0.001), though the increase in adjacent time points 

between Weeks 12 and Weeks 16 and 20 only trending towards significant (12 vs 16: p = 0.0692;

16 vs 20: p = 0.0593). Separated by HEMISPHERE, both Left and Right had a significant 

increase from Weeks 4 to 8 (Left: p = 0.0003; Right: p = 0.0166). Additionally, Weeks 2 and 4 

were significantly different from Weeks 8 through 24 (p < 0.001 in all comparisons) in both 

hemispheres. Although the Left side had generally lower mean FA values, the two hemispheres 

were not significantly different from each other at any single time point.

Accompanying these changes in FA, mean MD values decreased significantly with age 

(F(6, 372) = 2510.77, p < .001) and were slightly lower in the right than the left hemispheres 

(F(1, 372) = 66.29, p < .001).  All post-hoc tests revealed significant differences for all pair-wise 

comparisons (p < 0.001 in all comparisons), and was similarly reported when separated by 

HEMISPHERE, with the exception of no significance between Weeks 16 and 20 in the Right 

hemisphere (p = 0.223). Mean MD values were similar between both left and right, with the 
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Right hemisphere decreasing and becoming lower than the Left. The Right had significantly 

lower MD at 16 weeks (p = 0.0165), but the difference was not significant at any other time 

points.

Finally, streamline counts had significant effects of AGE (F(6, 372) = 187.06, p < .001) 

and HEMISPHERE (F(1, 372) = 163.21, p < .001), with increases in streamline count through 

development and higher streamline count in the left hemisphere than in the right. Tukey HSD 

tests conducted post-hoc showed significant increases in the first 8 weeks of life (p < 0.001 in all 

comparisons). After 8 weeks, streamline counts remained relatively stable with only one 

significant comparison between Weeks 16 and 24 (p = 0.0293) indicated slight increase in 

streamline counts in the last few time points. Separated out by HEMISPHERE, both Right and 

Left hemispheres showed a significant increase in streamlines in the first 8 weeks, with Weeks 2 

and 4 significantly different from every other time point and with each other (p < 0.001 in all 

comparisons). The Right hemisphere had lower streamline counts. This difference was 

significant at week 2, 4, and 20 weeks (2 weeks: p = 0.00317; 4 weeks: p = 0.00110; 20 weeks: p

= 0.0126).

WM microstructure and behavioral measures: Comparisons between the white matter measures 

and the behavioral measures were performed with marginal R2 values using a modified Cohen 

approach for linear mixed-effect models (Cohen, 1988; Nakagawa, Johnson, & Schielzeth, 

2017).

Social-visual attention measures: Comparisons between WM maturation (FA, MD, and 

streamline count as factors) and Fixation Percentage to the Eyes and Fixation Percentage to 
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Mouth (see Chapter 1) are depicted on Figure 5. Along the ventral object pathway, there was no 

correlations between WM measures and fixation percentage to the eyes, with the exception of 

connections between V4-TEO that showed moderate effects on eye fixation percentage (Left: 

marginal R2 = 0.14; Right: marginal R2 = 0.14).  For the ventral motion pathway, moderate 

(marginal R2 > 0.13) effects of WM microstructure measures on fixation percentage to the eye 

region were present throughout the ventral motion pathway, with smaller effects at MT-MST 

(Left: marginal R2 = 0.12; Right: marginal R2 = 0.12) but larger effects (marginal R2 = 0.24) for 

the development of WM microstructures in the Right MST-FST connection. Finally, maturation 

along the dorsal attention network was moderate (marginal R2 > 0.13) at all tracts for both 

hemispheres. 

 In contrast, the vast majority of WM tracts had a small effect (marginal R2 < 0.12) on 

fixation percentage to the mouth region. However, the maturation of MT-MST (Left: marginal 

R2 = 0.17; Right: marginal R2 = 0.17) and the left MST-FST (marginal R2 = 0.15), but not the 

right MST-FST (marginal R2 = 0.12), had moderate effects on changes in percentage fixation to 

the mouth.

Gaze following skills: Overall, effects of WM maturation on Gaze Following and Mutual 

Eye Engagement (see Chapter 2) are depicted in Figure 6. WM maturation had moderate effects 

(marginal R2 > 0.13) on the development of gaze following. The  largest effects were seen for the

Right V4-MT (marginal R2 = 0.23), and MST-FST bilaterally (Left: marginal R2 = 0.21, Right: 

marginal R2 = 0.22) within the ventral motion pathway; and an especially large effects within the

right V4-TEO (marginal R2 = 0.29) in the ventral object pathway.
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All connections in the three pathways had large effects on engaging in mutual eye contact

(marginal R2 > 0.27). Finally, with the exception of very high effect of V4-TEO WM changes on

mutual eye engagement (Left: marginal R2 = 0.40, Right: marginal R2 = 0.39), WM maturation in

the ventral object pathway showed the lowest marginal R2 correlation effect on mutual eye 

contact.

By contrast, WM maturation in the ventral motion pathway had a fairly high effects on mutual 

eye gaze, with large marginal R2 values at V4-MT (Left: marginal R2 = 0.38; Right: marginal R2 

= 0.38), MT-MST (Left: marginal R2 = 0.39; Right: marginal R2 = 0.39), and MST-FST (Left: 

marginal R2 = 0.42, Right: marginal R2 = 0.41). Finally, although the correlations were weaker, 

there were still large effects of WM maturation with mutual eye gaze along the dorsal attention 

pathway at V4-LIP (Left: marginal R2 = 0.32; Right: marginal R2 = 0.32) and LIP-FEF (Left: 

marginal R2 = 0.31; Right: marginal R2 = 0.29). 

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first DTI-based study to characterize normal development 

of the visual cortical networks that support social visual engagement in the early months of life 

in nonhuman primates. It provided indispensable information on the developmental trajectories 

of brain maturation for rhesus monkeys that is  crucial as a baseline in investigating disease 

models of neuropathology and the effects of perturbations during early rearing and 

environmental insults.  DTI properties (FA, MD, streamline counts) revealed critical information

reflective of WM integrity. Overall, all the DTI properties indicated that there were major 

maturational changes in white matter (WM) microstructures of the three visual processing 

pathways (i.e., ventral object and motion pathways, dorsal attention/visuo-spatial pathways) and 
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these WM changes appeared to parallel the developmental changes in all behavioral measures of 

social visual engagement. 

WM maturation of the ventral object pathway: 

WM microstructure changes along this pathway occur largely in the first 8 weeks of age, 

before slowing and becoming relatively stable thereafter. Specifically, streamline counts suggest 

an increase in fiber growth within the first 8 weeks across all connections along the pathway that 

slowed down and stabilized by 24 weeks. As fiber growth stabilizes by 8 weeks, increases in FA 

and decreases in MD along V4-TEO throughout the 24 weeks suggest a general increase in 

microstructural integrity via either increased myelination or axonal density. Both TEO-TE and 

TE-amygdala show initial decreases in FA before increasing again at either 8 (TE-amygdala) or 

12 weeks (TEO-TE). A decrease in FA accompanied with increased streamline counts can be 

associated either with an overall increase in fiber growth or with lower packing density 

(Takahashi et al., 2002). The inflection point at which FA begins to increase along TEO-TE and 

TE-amygdala suggests that the slowed fiber growth is accompanied by synaptic pruning to 

increase microstructural integrity. Interestingly, these developmental changes in WM integrity 

parallels the significant pruning of connections between these temporal cortical areas as well as 

between the temporal cortical areas and the amygdala that had already been demonstrated in 

histological studies (Webster et al., 1991). Thus, the continual increase in FA, decrease in MD, 

and relatively stable streamline count following 8 months suggest improved connectivity that 

leads to an associated increase in functional connectivity between some of the areas within the 

ventral object pathway found earlier in the same animals (Kovacs-Balint, 2018).  Since the 

cortical areas along the ventral object pathway are known to mediate face perception and facial 

features detection in adulthood (Tsao et al., 2006; Van Essen et al., 2001; Tootell, Tsao, & 
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Vanduffel, 2003; Sereno & Huang, 2006), the changes of WM integrity from birth to six months 

are likely to support the emergence of facial feature detections and preference for looking at the 

eye region of a face (see further discussion below).

WM maturation in the ventral motion pathway: 

Connections between the most posterior part of the pathway (V4-MT) developed very 

gradually throughout the first 6 months of age. Although the streamline counts showed a sharp 

increase until 8 weeks, suggesting an increase in fibers up to this age, FA values only slightly 

increased with significant decreases in mean MD values suggesting that WM between V4-MT 

continues to develop through infancy and may continue to develop after 24 weeks. Connections 

in the most anterior portions of the motion pathway, MT-MST and MST-FST, showed a 

shallower increase in streamline counts from 2 to 8 weeks with overall subtle increases in FA 

and more pronounced continuous decreases in MD in both pathways. These data suggest that 

although connectivity strength increased only slightly during this developmental period, there is 

a continual development of myelination and axonal density during this early period of 

development. Cortical areas in the motion pathway along the superior temporal sulcus (STS) has 

been shown to be critically involved in the perception of gaze and face direction in both humans 

and rhesus macaques (Hoffman & Haxby, 2000; Puce et al., 2000; Kamphuis et al., 2009, Roy et 

al., 2014).  Thus, it is likely that increases in WM integrity during this early period of 

development may be associated with the emergence of gaze monitoring behaviors (see further 

discussion below).

WM maturation in the dorsal attentional pathway (V4-LIP, LIP-FEF): 
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WM development betweenV4-LIP indicated an increase in streamline counts from 2 to 8 

weeks that remained relatively stable thereafter.  Finally, WM between LIP-FEF showed a 

continual development throughout the first 24 weeks with a continual increase in FA up until 24 

weeks. Given the critical role of the dorsal visual pathway for oculomotor control, spatially 

directed attention, and volitional attention (Milner & Goodale, 1995), WM development along 

this pathway may be responsible for the emergence and maintenance of skills such as gaze 

following that requires direction of attention within the environment to important social cues as 

well as the use of volitional saccades to follow the gaze of a peer.

Associations between Behavioral changes and WM maturation

One critical component of our large longitudinal study on the development of early social skills 

in infant macaques was the assessment of both critical basic social skills (see chapter 1, chapter 

2) and of maturation of visual cortical networks known to support these skills in the same 

animals and at approximately the same time points from 2 to 24 weeks. Thus, in the present 

study, we also reported an analysis on how the maturational changes in WM integrity along 

cortical areas of the three visual streams were related to the developmental behavioral changes 

obtained in the same animals. 

Marginal R2 values of a series of linear mixed-effect models showed that the combined 

developmental changes in FA, MD, and streamline count along these cortical pathways of 

interest have varying degrees of correlational strength with behaviors, such as preference to the 

eyes, preference to the mouth (see Figure 4), mutual eye gaze and gaze following (Figure 5). 

The maturation of the ventral object pathway showed generally moderate correlational 

strength with the measured behaviors. This effect was stronger for the WM the maturation of the 
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most posterior cortical areas V4-TEO than the more anterior areas, i.e. between TE and TEO and

TE vs Amygdala.  Areas within V4-TEO mediate visual perception and contained the face area 

critical for developing preference for the eyes, mutual eye gaze, and gaze following (Desimone 

et al. 1984; Perrett et al. 1985; Tsao et al. 2003; Hadj-Bouziane et al. 2008; Pinsk et al. 2009; 

Ungerleider and Bell 2011).  Thus, the larger correlational strength of WM maturation of V4-

TEO with fixation to the eyes, mutual eye contact, and in gaze following suggests that, at this 

early age, the development of the pathway connecting visual cortex to the temporal cortex may 

be more crucial to the processing of facial information than the development of associated 

temporal structures themselves. Finally, TE-AMY interactions are also critical for face identity 

and facial expressions (Gothard et al. 2007; Hoffman et al. 2007; Mosher et al. 2010; 

Schwiedrzik et al. 2015), which emerge in the first months in monkeys (Lutz et al. 1998; 

Kuwahata et al. 2004; Sugita 2008; Muschinski et al. 2016; Parr et al. 2016).  Thus, all WM 

measures of TE-amygdala indicated that maturation of this WM tract extends beyond 24 weeks 

and parallel the strong functional TE-AMY coupling we already found in the same animals in the

first 12 weeks of age (Kovacs-Balint et al., 2018).  Thus, the anatomical and functional 

interactions between the temporal lobe areas and the amygdala may enable the development of 

continuous precision in the evaluation of social stimuli and faces in particular.  

Changes in these measures of WM microstructure along the ventral motion pathway 

seemed to have an effect on all measured behaviors, with the maturation of these tracts having 

particularly high correlational strength in fixation towards the eyes and in mutual eye contact in 

moments of direct gaze. Both these supports previous literature highlighting the importance of 

cortical areas within the STS in monitoring the gaze of others. Previous electrophysiological 

studies in adult rhesus macaques have shown differential firing with respect to gaze in the STS 
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with a subset of STS neurons being particularly important for establishing mutual eye gaze 

(Perret et al., 1985; Perret & Mistlin, 1990; Perret et al., 1992). Additionally, reversible 

inactivation of the STS disrupts the use of gaze as a directional cue (Roy et al., 2014). Thus, the 

present results indicate that the ventral motion pathway is similarly important for the support of 

gaze monitoring behaviors in infant development. The WM changes between MT-MST changes 

align with the early emergence of motion detection at 2 weeks of age that becomes more refined 

throughout infancy and continues to develop past 1 year of life in monkeys (Kiorpes & 

Movshon, 2004; Kiorpes et al., 2012).  More importantly, given that rapid evaluation of direct-

gaze faces emerges at around 3 months of age in infant macaques (Mendelsen et al., 1982; 

Muschinski et al., 2016), the rapid early development of MST-FST may help support this form of

early social-visual attention that, with further WM maturation may aid in the strengthening  of 

gaze monitoring behaviors in childhood. 

White matter maturation within areas of the dorsal attention pathway had moderate 

correlational strength with fixation percentage to the eyes, but a larger strength with changes in 

engaging in mutual eye contact. These cortical areas within the lateral intraparietal sulcus (LIP) 

are critical for mediating spatial attention and largely responsible for attentional shifts in 

response to salient stimuli (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Dickinson et al., 2003; Liu et al., 

2010). Additionally, the LIP has shown activation while subjects are monitoring the gaze of 

other subjects (Okada et al., 2008; Akiyama et al., 2007). Although some aspects of this pathway

seem to have continual anatomical development that extends beyond 24 weeks (i.e., FA values 

along LIP-FEF), the early changes in this attentional pathway seems to play a role in directing 

attention towards socially salient cues, such as the eyes of a conspecific. These changes in white 

matter microstructural integrity in this cortical pathway were also associated with similar 
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developmental changes in functional connectivity within the pathway (Kovacs-Balint et al., 

2018). 

Study Limitations

There are several limitations in interpreting WM microstructural development using DTI 

methodologies. FA and MD provide measurable changes in WM microstructure commonly 

associated with myelination, axonal density, and direction coherency of axon paths. However, 

multiple crossing fibers can influence these measures and their interpretation. Although the use 

of higher resolution images with multiple directions (i.e., 1.3 mm3 isotropic, 128 directions) 

ameliorates these issues, it is still unlikely that voxels contain axons entirely of a single 

directional orientation. Additionally, streamline counts calculated from probabilistic tractography

can be sensitive to gross differences in ROIs and the geometry of specific WM tracts (Kaden et 

al. 2007). Thus, the analyses of streamline count were only made within a pathway and not 

between pathways, as comparisons of streamline count between pathways cannot be readily 

interpreted.

Summary

In sum, this study reports the development of WM tracts along three visual pathways that are 

believed to be essential to support social-visual engagement in early infancy. Rapid changes 

were seen in the connections between the extrastriate  cortical area V4 and  cortical areas in 

temporal lobe (MT, TEO) and parietal lobe (LIP) in the first few months of life in macaques. 

ROI-ROI connections along each cortical visual pathway show slower and longer development. 

In addition, the findings showed robust effects of these white matter developmental changes with

the maturation of social visual engagement, i.e. eye preference, mutual eye engagement, and 
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gaze following, thus providing evidence that the visual cortical pathways studied in adult social-

visual attention do indeed serve to support basic behaviors of social-visual engagement even in 

infancy. Specifically, the ventral motion pathway along the STS seems to be critically important 

in establishing mutual eye contact in infancy, paralleling its importance in monitoring eye gaze 

in adulthood. Although large effects in the development of the dorsal attention network on 

mutual eye gaze were observed, it is possible that more robust changes could occur after 24 

weeks when the prefrontal areas (FEF) become more crucial for volitional attentional 

mechanisms. Also, our findings support previous literature showing the importance of TE-

amygdala interactions in facial processing, especially when emotional information needs to be 

decoded from faces. More importantly, although recent blood-volume fMRI studies in infant 

monkeys have revealed the presence of a retinotopic proto-organization of the visual system as 

early as 1 month (Livingston et al, 2017; Arcaro et al., 2017, Arcaro & Livingstone, 2017), the 

present findings demonstrate that significant maturation of WM microstructures, together with 

the maturation of functional connectivity (Kovacs-Balint et al., 2018) during the first six months 

of age within the cortical visual pathways is critical for the emergence and strengthening of the 

early visual face processing abilities early after birth. 

Finally, given the difficulty in scanning longitudinally typically developing human 

infants, the present findings are highly valuable to better understand the normative development 

of social visual networks in humans. Cortical visual pathways are evolutionarily well-conserved 

between NHPs and humans. Thus, the emergence of functional connectivity between primary 

visual cortex and higher-order visual areas during infancy -neonates to 2 years- (Lin et al. 2008) 

suggest that visual neural networks are just beginning to develop during infancy as they do in 
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monkeys, and, as our study suggests, this ongoing development supports measures of social-

visual attention and social behavior through infant development. 
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Figures and Tables

Table 1: Summary of scan ages

Caption for Table 1: A summary of the ages for each of the 7 longitudinal timepoints for the 

neuroimaging scans, taking place at approximately 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 weeks of age. 
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Figure 1: Overview of cortical visual pathways

Caption for Figure 1: Summary of the visual pathways implicated in social-visual engagement. 

Those analyzed in this study include the ventral motion pathway (in green) along the superior 

temporal sulcus (STS) encompassing areas MT, MST and FST; the ventral object pathway (in 

red) along the inferior temporal (IT) cortex encompassing areas TEO, TE and the amygdala; and 

the dorsal attention pathway including areas LIP and FEF. Included in this figure, though not 

analyzed in this study, the subcortical visual pathway (in blue) that includes the superior 

colliculus, pulvinar, and the amygdala.
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Figure 2: WM maturation along the ventral object pathway

Caption for Figure 2: Developmental changes along the ventral object pathways. The three 

tracts that were analyzed included the connection from V4 to TEO (left column), TEO to TE 

(center column), and finally the connection from TE to the amygdala (right column). WM 

metrics analyzed included (A) mean FA along the tract that decreases along TEO-TE and TE-

AMY before increasing again; (B) mean MD along the tract that shows continual decreases 
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throughout development, and (C) streamline counts that show initial increases to around 8 weeks

along each pathway before leveling off. Black asterisks indicate significant differences between 

hemispheres at the indicated timepoint. Colored asterisks indicate significant pairwise difference 

for adjacent timepoints in the associated hemisphere.
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Figure 3: WM maturation along the ventral motion pathway

Caption for Figure 3: Developmental changes along the ventral object pathways. The three 

tracts that were analyzed included the connection from V4 to MT (left column), MT to MST 

(center column), and finally the connection from MST to the FST (right column). WM metrics 

analyzed included (A) mean FA along the tract that showa subtle changes in V4-MT and MT-
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MST, and a gradual increase along MST-FST; (B) mean MD along the tract that shows continual

decreases throughout development, and (C) streamline counts that show initial increases to 

around 8 weeks along each pathway before leveling off, with hemisphere differences appearing 

in MST-FST at 12 weeks. Black asterisks indicate significant differences between hemispheres 

at the indicated timepoint. Colored asterisks indicate significant pairwise difference for adjacent 

timepoints in the associated hemisphere.
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Figure 4: WM maturation along dorsal attention pathway

Caption for Figure 4: Developmental changes along the ventral object pathways. The two tracts

that were analyzed included the connection from V4 to LIP (left column) and LIP to FEF (right 

column). WM metrics analyzed included (A) mean FA along the tract that increases gradually 

along LIP-FEF throughout development; (B) mean MD along the tract that shows continual 
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decreases throughout development, and (C) streamline counts that show initial increases to 

around 8 weeks along each pathway before leveling off. Black asterisks indicate significant 

differences between hemispheres at the indicated timepoint. Colored asterisks indicate 

significant pairwise difference for adjacent timepoints in the associated hemisphere.
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Figure 5: Correlation of WM development with social-visual attention

Caption for Figure 5: Correlational strengths between maturational changes in each of the tracts

analyzed in this study and developmental changes in social-visual attention (see chapter 1). WM 

metrics analyzed included FA, MD, and streamline count along the ventral object (left column), 

ventral motion (center column) and dorsal attention (right column) as fixed factors, correlated to 

behavior of interest: % fixation to the eyes (top) or mouth (bottom). The most robust correlation 

was with the development of Right MST-FST and the attention to the eyes. Overall, the 

developmental changes correlated more strongly with attention to the eyes than to the mouth.
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Figure 6: Correlation of WM development with gaze following behaviors

Caption for Figure 6: Correlational strengths between maturational changes of each of the 

tracts analyzed in this study and developmental changes in gaze following behaviors and mutual 

gaze (see chapter 2). WM metrics analyzed included FA, MD, and streamline count along the 

ventral object (left column), ventral motion (center column) and dorsal attention (right column) 

as fixed factors, correlated to behavior of interest: % gaze following (top) or % engaging in 

mutual eye contact (bottom). The most robust correlation was with the development of Left 

MST-FST and engaging in mutual eye contact, though there were high effects throughout. 

Overall, the developmental WM changes correlated more strongly with mutual eye gaze than 
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with gaze following, with high effects for V4-TEO and all throughout the ventral motion 

pathway.
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General Discussion

Social-visual engagement and attention encompass an important set of behaviors that 

allow both humans and nonhuman primates (NHPs) to navigate their respective social 

environments, including gaze behavior such as attention to the eyes of others, gaze following, 

and (in humans) establishing joint attention. Deficits in these behaviors are hallmark traits in 

human neurodevelopmental disorders such as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Rett’s 

Syndrome (APA, 2013), including measurable differences in gaze behavior at early infancy via 

eye-tracking methodologies (Frazier et al., 2017). Indeed, Jones and Klin (2013) found reliable 

differences in the development of gaze behavior detectable within the first 2 years of life 

between typically developing infants and those who are later diagnosed with ASD. These early 

detectable changes in gaze behavior associated with neurodevelopmental disorders affecting 

social cognitive abilities has led to the further exploration of gaze behavior as a possible 

biomarker for ASD (Pierce et al., 2016). Although the development of the social-visual 

engagement behaviors is further studied, our understanding of the underlying neural changes that

support these behaviors in early infancy remains sparse. The vast majority of our understanding 

is inferred from studies of adult social-visual engagement, these serve only to provide an 

approximation of infant neural substrates. Because of the ethical and technical limitations in 

obtaining densely-sampled, longitudinal neuroimaging data in human infants, the use of animal 

models become necessary to better understand the neural contributions that support social-visual 

engagement in infancy.

 Whereas mouse models have proven useful in identifying various genetic and molecular 

components of social behavior that may be implicated in ASD (Bey & Jiang, 2014), attempts to 

bridge these genetic models to neural substrates have had limited success (Ellegood & Crawley, 
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2015). Additionally, significant difference is brain structures and relatively restricted social 

repertoire compared to humans makes establishing direct comparisons between rodent models 

and human brain and behaviors difficult (Watson & Platt, 2012). In contrast, NHPs have great 

degree of similarity to humans (1) in genetic composition and physiology, (2) in the rich and 

complex social structure in which they develop and navigate, and (3) in brain development 

(Dettmer et al., 2014). Most importantly, recent studies in rhesus monkeys have shown that early

developments in social-visual engagement are phylogenetically well conserved: displaying 

preferences to faces in the first week of life (Parr et al., 2016), engaging in complex face-to-face 

interactions including bouts of mutual gaze (Ferrari et al., 2009) and gaze following skills 

(Tomasello et al., 2001; Ferrari et al., 2000; Teufel et al., 2010; Rosati et a., 2016).  

In this dissertation, I examined both the behavioral and neuroanatomical development of 

social-visual attention and engagement in infant rhesus macaques that were mother-reared in a 

semi-naturalistic setting. The findings from this dissertation provide evidence of the phylogenetic

conservation of the development of social-visual attention between humans and NHPs while 

highlighting the development of neuroanatomical connections that support these behaviors in 

infancy. These provide a meaningful advancement in our ability to use NHPs as a meaningful 

and critical animal model for basic social cognitive abilities, especially in infant development, 

and provide some advances in our understanding of neural underpinnings behind infant social-

visual engagement.

Summary of the findings:

Developmental trajectories of social visual engagement: In Chapter 1, I described the 

longitudinal development of social-visual attention in rhesus macaques and compared them to 
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human infant development. We report that rhesus macaques showed developmental shifts to the 

attention to the eyes that were similar to humans. Specifically, our findings indicated an increase 

in attention to the eyes that reached a peak around 5-6 weeks of age, followed by a decrease that 

reached a trough around 16 weeks before a continuous rise thereafter until the last age point 

assessed (i.e. 24 weeks). Although we observed species-differences in overall fixation percentage

that matched previous literature assessing eye-tracking methodologies in NHPs (Dahl et al., 

2009; Hu et al., 2013), there were striking similarities between the two species’ trajectory of 

attention to the eyes. There was a first rise in fixation percent towards the eyes for the first 6-8 

weeks in monkeys and 6-8 months in humans, followed by a slow decline until 16 weeks for 

monkeys and 18 months in humans, and then a second rise until 24 weeks for monkeys and 24 

months in humans. Such remarkable similarities suggest that the eyes provide crucial social 

information for face processing in both monkeys and humans (Nakato et al., 2018), and that 

cross-species shifts in attention to the eyes in early infancy is well conserved across monkeys 

and humans.

In contrast, we reported species differences in the attention to the mouths of others. In 

rhesus macaques, we found that attention to the mouth started relatively high at birth and 

declined to reach a trough around 15-16 weeks, then increasing slightly thereafter. This 

trajectory is nearly inverted from what has been reported in human infants that display a sharp 

and continuous rise in fixation to the mouth until 14 months. This species difference highlights 

the different ethological relevance of the mouth region between monkeys and humans. 

Specifically, the overall increase observed in human infants is likely associated with the 

beginning of language acquisition (Klin et al., 2009; Paul et al., 2011; Wyk et al., 2010), in 

which attention to the mouth region provides information on specific mouth movements for the 
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formation of sounds and syllables. Although rhesus macaque lipsmacking shares a homologous 

developmental mechanism as human speech (Paukner et al., 2013), the developmental timing 

may be shifted due to differences in the relative demands of the infant’s social environment. 

Specifically, the earlier attention to the mouth region may be driven by an early emergence of 

reciprocal lipsmacking (Kaburo et al., 2016), which is later overshadowed by increase mother 

face-face interactions driving on the increased attention to the eyes (Ferrari et al., 2009). 

Additionally, the mouth region of the rhesus macaque provides important social information 

regarding the affective attitudes of others (i.e., fear grimace, threat bark, lipsmacking) and is 

crucially important for establishing and enforcing social hierarchies (de Waal & Luttrell, 1995). 

Thus, when infants are beginning to leave their mothers at 15-16 weeks (Suomi, 1984), they 

must begin to assess the social attitudes of others within the social group, driving the later 

increase in attention to the mouth.

These main findings from Chapter 1 indicate that infant development of social-visual 

attention is conserved in primates, with important species differences that are likely guided by 

ethological constraint. For example, although both species have a similar developmental 

trajectory of interest to the eyes, fixation to the mouth, has different developmental trajectories 

for monkeys and humans, reflecting the information provided by mouth movements that are 

related to language acquisition in human infants but not in monkeys. Despite these limitations, 

rhesus macaques may provide a critically needed NHP model to further examine developmental 

changes in neural systems engaged in social-visual attention.

Developmental trajectories of gaze following and mutual eye gazes: In Chapter 2, I described 

the longitudinal development of gaze following and associated social-visual engagement skills 

(i.e., establishing mutual eye contact) using the same animals while looking at the same 
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videoclips. We reported fairly low levels of gaze following during the first 6 months of infant 

development with a rise in gaze following instances occurring at month 6. This was consistent 

with earlier studies reporting rhesus macaques begin to follow the gaze of human experimenters 

at a similar age in both laboratory-reared infants (Tomasello et al., 2001) and mother-reared 

semi-free-ranging infants (Rosati et al., 2016). Additionally, observational field data in Barbary 

macaques likewise showed relatively low levels of gaze following prior to 5 months with a 

similar increase at 6 months that continues to develop until 1 year (Teufel et al., 2010). However,

gaze following has been shown to be facilitated by emotional expressions in human adults 

(Adams & Kleck, 2003; Mathews et al., 2003; Tipples, 2006; Hietanen and Leppänen, 2003), 

long-tailed adult macaques (Goosens et al., 2008), and Barbary infant macaques (Teufel et al., 

2010). It is possible that our reported measures from Chapter 2 are limited using emotionally 

neutral stimuli.

Although gaze following remained relatively infrequent in the first 6 months, there were 

more reliable developmental shifts in mutual gaze behaviors upon which gaze following is 

contingent. In Chapter 2, we showed a progressive increase in the infants’ engagements in 

mutual eye contact, suggesting a gradual increase in the social significance of establishing eye 

contact throughout this period of infancy. We reported that increases in mutual eye contacts 

began at around 2 to 3 months and strengthened between 5 to 6 months.

The earlier increase in mutual eye contact engagement closely follows a peak in mutual 

mother-infant face-face interactions that has been reported in field studies at 2 months (Ferrari et 

al., 2009), suggesting that an increase in mutual eye contact at 3 months in our eye-tracking 

paradigm is due to an increase in volitional mutual eye engagement. This early emergence of 

mutual gaze is supported by other studies in both NHPs and human reporting an attraction to the 
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eye region of faces that is present in the very first few weeks of life (Mendelson et al., 1982; 

Gliga et al., 2007; Farroni et al., 2002). Additionally, the increased visual attention to eyes is 

associated with other social skills such as neonatal imitation (Paukner at al., 2014), that, like 

gaze following, is a social skill known to require the interest and ability to track another 

individual’s behavior (Carpenter et al., 1998) and has been shown to be a strong predictor of 

gaze following abilities (Simpson et al., 2016). Interestingly, the shifts in the trajectory of mutual

gaze appear to parallel the shifts in the same infants reported when assessing their preference to 

look at the eyes of a face from Chapter 1. These shifts in the developmental trajectories of early 

social experience may be associated with the maturation of specific neural networks.

We also reported subtle developmental changes in the saccade velocities when engaging 

in mutual eye contact. Specifically, we found a significant increase in maximum saccade 

velocities both prior to and after engaging in mutual eye contact with another individual 

occurring between 3 and 4 months. The faster saccade velocities towards engaging in mutual eye

contact suggest a faster detection of direct eye contact, perhaps due to increased social saliency. 

Faster maximum saccade velocities following mutual eye contact points to faster visual search 

following an important social eye-to-eye interaction. These results indicate that by 4 months, 

infant rhesus macaques may be developing an understanding of the visual attention of others and 

not simply co-orienting with conspecifics in a reflexive manner. Coinciding with this change at 4

months, infants are being weaned from their mothers (Fooden, 2000), have increased exploration

of their surroundings and seek out attention from familial members (Hinde & Spencer-Booth, 

1967; Rowell et al., 1964), and begin to show affective changes and the emergence of fear 

grimace into the infants’ behavioral repertoire (Suomi, 1984). Altogether, these imply a critical 

period at 4 months, during which rhesus macaques become increasingly self-aware of the social 
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contingencies surrounding themselves and begin to direct their attention in more socially relevant

manners.

Compared to humans, however, gaze following emerges later developmentally in rhesus 

macaques, with 6 months in NHPs being approximately similar to 24 months in human infant 

neural and behavioral development. This species differences may be due to the added importance

of gaze following in language development for humans (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005), increasing 

the ethological relevance of social referencing and person-object-person triadic interactions in 

early infancy. In turn, the earlier need for the development of social referencing may drive an 

earlier development of gaze following skills in humans compared to NHPs. Still, even with such 

differences in developmental timing, NHP studies are still invaluable to further our 

understanding of the neural basis underlying the development of gaze following skills.

Developmental trajectories of white matter in three visual cortical networks: Finally, in 

Chapter 3, I described developmental changes in the white matter (WM) of pathways important 

to socially-directed visual behavior and correlated those changes with the behavioral 

developments seen in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2.

Along the ventral object pathway, general increases in FA and decreases in MD along 

V4-TEO throughout the first 24 weeks of infant development suggested continual development 

of WM microstructure during this time period. WM tracts along TEO-TE and TE-amygdala had 

initial decreases in FA before increasing again at either 8 (TE-amygdala) or 12 weeks (TEO-TE).

This decrease in FA accompanied with increased streamline counts can be associated with an 

overall increase in fiber growth with a lower packing density (Takahashi et al., 2002). The 

inflection point at which FA begins to increase along TEO-TE and TE-amygdala suggested a 
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period of synaptic pruning. Interestingly, such pruning of anatomical connections between the 

temporal lobe and the amygdala has already been reported between TEO and the amygdala 

(Webster et al., 1991). Thus, the continual increase in FA, decrease in MD, and relatively stable 

streamline count following 8 months suggest improved strengthening of connectivity that leads 

to an associated increase in functional connectivity between the two regions (Kovacs-Balint, 

2018; Distler et al., 1996). Cortical areas in the ventral object pathways have been shown to be 

sensitive to face perception and the detection of facial features (Tsao et al., 2006; Van Essen et 

al., 2001; Tootell, Tsao, & Vanduffel, 2003; Sereno & Huang, 2006). Indeed, we reported a large

effect of WM maturation along TE-amygdala on mutual eye contact, with a moderate effect on 

gaze following, supporting the critical role of TE-amygdala in the processing of facial cues 

(Gothard et al., 2007; Hoffman et al., 2007; Mosher et al., 2010; Sugita et al., 2008). 

Specifically, the largest effect we reported along the ventral object pathway was at V4-TEO on 

fixation percentage to the eyes, engaging in mutual eye contact, and in gaze following. At this 

early stage of development, the maturation of WM tracts connecting visual cortex to the 

temporal cortex and ventral object pathway may be more crucial to the processing of facial 

information than the development of associated temporal structures themselves.

Along the ventral pathway, we reported a gradual WM development that may extend 

beyond 24 weeks. V4-MT had significant increases in streamline counts up until 8 weeks, 

although the in the increase in mean FA remained nonsignificant. WM tracts along MT-MST had

similar increases streamline counts from 8 weeks onward with overall subtle changes in FA and 

continued decreases in MD. Although these findings suggest a significant amount of fiber growth

within the first 8 weeks of age, they also indicate a continual development of myelination and 

axonal density as reflected in the decrease in mean MD values from 8 weeks onward. Both these 
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V4-MT and MT-MST changes align with an early emergence of motion detection at 2 weeks of 

age that continues to become more refined throughout infancy, continuing to develop past 1 year 

of life (Kiorpes & Movshon, 2004; Kiorpes, 2012). Finally, significant developmental changes 

within MST-FST occurred in the first 8 weeks with significant increases in FA and streamline 

count, followed by a slower increase in FA and continued decrease in MD up until 24 weeks. 

These areas along the ventral motion pathway within the superior temporal sulcus (STS) are 

reported to be important for the perception of gaze and face direction in both humans and rhesus 

macaques (Hoffman et al., 2000; Puce et al., 2000; Kamphuis et al., 2009, Roy et al., 2014). 

Indeed, our reported changes in WM microstructure had particularly high correlational effects on

the fixation percentage towards the eyes and in establishing mutual eye contact. Our findings 

support previous electrophysiological studies in adult rhesus macaques demonstrating the 

importance of the STS in the active monitoring of the gaze from others, and for establishing 

mutual eye contact in moments when direct gaze was present (Perret et al., 1985; Perret & 

Mistlin, 1990; Perret et al., 1992). Importantly, structures along the STS are also evolutionarily 

conserved between humans and NHPs; human studies additionally emphasize the critical 

importance of the STS is the processing and monitoring of gaze direction (Pelphrey et al., 2004; 

Itier et al., 2006) and in the flexible use of gaze direction as directional cue (Mosconi et al., 

2005; Pelphrey et al., 2003).  

Lastly, we reported in Chapter 3 the development of dorsal attentional networks that are 

important for oculomotor control, spatially directed attention, and volitional attention (Milner & 

Goodale, 1995). Specifically, we found a rapid development of WM tracts connecting V4 and 

LIP in the first 8 weeks which remains relatively stable for the first 24 weeks reflects similar 

developmental changes in functional connectivity (Kovacs-Balint et al., 2018). We found that 
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WM tracts from LIP-FEF showed continual development throughout the first 24 weeks, 

suggesting that the pathway continues to develop 24 weeks, which would support previous 

findings that report the majority of cortical visual fields (with the exception of MT) develop after

birth, developing in a hierarchical manner following the development of primary visual cortex 

(Conde et al., 1996). This slow, gradual development is consistent with the maturation of dorsal 

attentional networks seen in humans (Braddick & Atkinson, 2011). Similarly, maturation of the 

dorsal attention pathway had moderate effects on fixation percentage to the eyes and large effects

on engaging in mutual eye contact. These cortical areas are critical to mediate spatial attention 

and are responsible for attentional shifts in response to salient stimuli (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 

1982; Dickinson et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2010). There were generally moderate effects of WM 

maturation in this network on measures of social-visual engagement; this pathway seems 

particularly important for the developmental changes in fixation percentage to the eyes, with 

some effect on mutual eye contact as well. These moderate effects support studies demonstrating

the importance of LIP in monitoring the gaze of others (Okada et al., 2008; Akiyama et al., 

2007). It is possible that this connection becomes more engaged in active gaze following beyond 

our final timepoint (i.e., 24 weeks), but our findings provide some preliminary evidence that 

developments along the dorsal attentional network plays a role in the directed attention in 

infants, in particular to the eyes of others.

Clinical and behavioral relevance to human social development and future studies

In this dissertation I describe 3 studies assessing the longitudinal development of social-

visual engagement in infant rhesus macaques, using both behavioral measures obtained via eye-

tracking methodology and neuroanatomical measures obtained via noninvasive neuroimaging 

procedures.
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In Chapter 1, I investigated development of social-visual engagement in rhesus 

macaques, in particular the amount of time infants spent fixating on the eyes, body, and mouth of

another conspecific. We found that the attentional shifts in the fixation on the eye regions closely

paralleled developmental shifts observed in human infants, establishing a phylogenetic 

conservation in attention to the eyes. In addition, we noted important species differences in the 

attention to the mouth, highlighting the convergence of socially directed attention based upon 

ethological needs of the species (i.e., language development in humans). Further studies should 

continue describing shifts in social-visual attention using stimuli with increasing social factors 

(i.e., social grooming, juvenile play behavior, and emotionally salient facial features) in order to 

assess how increased sociality of the stimuli may impact the attentional shifts observed. 

In Chapter 2, I investigated the development of gaze following skills in infant rhesus 

macaques. We reported low levels of gaze following until our last reported time point (6 

months). However, we found subtle changes in behavior upon which gaze following is 

contingent. Specifically, we found increases in the percentage of times infants engaged in mutual

eye contact, suggesting increasing social saliency of the eyes that reflects changes seen in 

Chapter 1. We also found significant changes in saccade behavior that may indicate better 

detection of the eyes of others. Although the developmental pattern of mutual eye gaze is similar 

to that describe in humans, the developmental pattern of gaze following seems to be more 

protracted in infant monkeys than in human infants.  These species differences may arise from 

the types of stimuli used in the monkey studies where faces were devoid of expressions.  Future 

studies would benefit from the use of emotionally engaging facial features, as they have been 

shown to facilitate both mutual eye engagement and gaze following. In addition, stimuli could be
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created in which the video monkey specifically fixates on an object to better simulate triadic 

person-object-person interactions that facilitate gaze following.

Finally, in Chapter 3, I investigated the development of WM tracts along three cortical 

visual pathways and correlated these structural changes to the behavioral developmental 

trajectories found in Chapters 1 and 2. We found rapid changes within the first 8 weeks of 

development, followed by slow, gradual changes that likely extend beyond 24 weeks. These WM

changes appeared to be linked with developmental shifts in attention to the eyes, engagement in 

mutual eye contact, and gaze following behaviors. Specifically, white matter changes in the 

ventral motion pathway, which had previously been implicated in gaze monitoring and had a 

strong correlational effect with our behavioral measures.  Developmental changes in WM within 

cortical areas along the STS likely are likely to support the developmental trajectories of infant 

social-visual attention. In addition, the particularly strong correlational effect between the 

development of the V4-TEO connection and the behavioral measures suggest the significant 

functional connections between visual cortex and temporal cortical areas for the development of 

social-visual attention.

However, there are several limitations to these studies that need to be discussed. First, 

only male infants were used across all three studies. Ultimately, males were chosen over females 

because of the higher prevalence of ASD in males, and to allow for the use of a large sample size

and increase the statistical power of the findings. Macaque mothers differentially engage with 

their infants in other ways depending on their own experience as well as their infant’s sex 

(Wallen, 1996). For example, as compared to mothers of daughters, mothers of sons engage in 

more frequent mutual gaze and increase the rates of grooming responses they direct to their 

infants over time (Dettmer et al., 2016).  Nonhuman primates also show other forms of sex-
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biased investment (Berkovitch et al., 2002), such as differential social interactions (Murray et al.,

2014) and milk production (Hinde, 2007, 2009; Hinde et al., 2015) for sons versus daughters.  

These early sex differences in early social interactions are likely to impact on the trajectory of 

social visual engagement development in the first months of life. Second, the stimuli presented 

could also have impacted the development of social visual engagement.  None had true 

vocalizations that may be important in directing attention; all stimuli were of neutral facial 

expressions, which may lack the salient information required for directing social attention; and 

all were of unfamiliar monkeys, whereas familiar monkeys may be more important subjects for 

an infant to socially attend to.

Despite these limitations, these sets of studies help establish the feasibility of using NHPs

as a model of infant development of social-visual behaviors, using methodologies that closely 

parallel those in the human literature. Although species-specific differences in attention to the 

mouth and development of gaze following were noted due to ethological constraint, they do not 

overshadow the overall conserved mechanisms of social-visual attention. The similarities in 

brain and behavior between NHPs and humans, along with the use of highly similar eye-tracking 

methodologies, allow for more readily applicable results yielded compared to other animal 

models. It is my hope that further NHP study may be used to assess how genetic variations and 

manipulations (molecular and/or experimental) of social neural networks may serve to alter the 

normative development of social-visual engagement described in this dissertation. As recent 

discoveries in humans point to the importance of early-emerging and highly-conserved social 

phenotypes, NHP models could aid to advance our understanding of the brain-behavior 

pathogenesis of ASD.
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